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AGREEMENT
TlUsis an Ageement entered into by and between the Village of~1edina:
hereinafter, referred to ~ tIle Employer, and tbe Nlcdina Firefighters Association, Local
2161. hereinafterrefelTedto as the Association. '
1. PTJRPOSE A~ID TI\'TE~rr
It is the intent and desire of the parties hereto to foster and promote sound,
stable and peaceful labor relations among the Employer. its Elnployees covered by
this Agreement, and the Association, an.d to that end the parties hereto reached an
understanding governing the conditions of employment which shall preva~ insofar
as,it relates to the Employees covemed by this agreement and
It is the further intent and desire of the parties hereto to establish an orderly
relationship bcnvcen the Employer and the Etnployees so that Grievances and
complaints will be settled quickly.
The parties recognize that the interest of the community and the job security
of the Employees depend upon th Employer's success in establishing a proper
service to the communitY.
..,
-.
RECOG1\TJTION
The Employer agrees to recognize the Association as the exclu~ive
bargaining reprcs~nL1tivefor all pc;:nrulncntFircfiglll~rs and Licut~nan(s ttnpluyc"l
by the Employer~c;:xcludingthe Fire Chief and the Acting Fire Chief.
3. l\I[ANAGEj\:IENT RIGHTS
.I11eAssociationrecognizesthat aUof tht:functions. rights.po\vers.
responsibilities and authority of the Employer in regard to the operation of its ,york
and business and the direction of its Ylorkforce which the Employ(:r has not
sp~cificany abridgerl: dehite~ delegated~granted, or modified by this Agre~m~nt
are~and shall relnain. exclusively those of the Elnployer.
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STATE OF NEW YORK
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
80 WOLF ROAD
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12205-2604
OFFICE OF CONCILIATION
TELEPHONE: (518) 457-2913
FAX: (518) 457-2664
July 17, 1997
MARK D WAITS
VILLAGE COORDINATOR
FOR: MEDINA, VILLAGE OF
VILLAGE OF MEDINA
600 MAIN STREET
MEDINA, NY 14103
1568
tNS pucue fMPtOYMEtfT RELAT~ON5 VOARO
~t~CEI"fE[)
MAY 1 3 1998
CONCILIA'TiON
Dear Representative:
As you may be aware, one of PERB's statutory functions is "to make studies and
analyses of, and act as a clearing house of information relating to, conditions of employment
of public employees throughout the state" {CSL Sec. 205(e)}. Again we are asking for your
cooperation in updating our file of public sector labor contracts and database of contract terms.
Attached are Contract Analysis Program forms that identify your agreements in our files which
have expired or for which we have no information. If a successor contract has been
completed, please supply us with !! ~ and indicate on the cover in the lower rieht-hand
corner the number of employees covered b! the aereement. PERB Rule 214.1 requires
employers to provide these contracts pursuant to NYCRR, title 4, chapter VII.
For years the information contained in these agreements has been accessible only
through physical examination of the contracts themselves. Recently we developed an approach
which, through your cooperation, will finally make some analysis of this data more readily
achievable. Our Contract Analysis Program is building a comprehensive database of key
contract items. We ask that you please complete the attached forms as soon as possible.
On the back of this letter are instructions which will aid and simplify completion of the
forms. Please take special note of Part VI of the form (Notice/Consultation). To ensure that
all interested parties may have confidence in the accuracy of the data being provided, we ask
that you indicate that the employee organization representing the particular unit either has
participated in the completion of the survey, or has been provided a copy of the completed
form, along with a copy of this letter.
Contracts and completed forms may be sent to us at the letterhead address. Forms
may also be faxed to (518) 457-2664. If either party to any agreement has questions or needs
additional forms, or if there is disputed. data, feel free to call Richard A. Curreri or Anthony
Zumbolo in PERB's Office of Conciliation, at (518) 457-2690.
Thank you for your cooperation in this effort. We believe it benefits all of us
interested in collective bargaining.
Sincerel y ,
Pauline R. Kinsella
Chairwoman
o PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER'
INSTRUCTIONS
Part I. General Information
Provide appropriate number, date or other information.
Part ll. Hours & Other Contract Terms
Insert appropriate number of hours, days etc. If asked to specify a retirement plan insert
the statutory (Ret. & Soc. Sec. Law) identifier, e.g. "75-g","384-d", etc. '
Part ill. Health Insurance Benefits
Respond based upon the health plan selectedby the greatest percentage of unit employees.
If unknown, respond based on the plan selected by a majority of the overall workforce. Provide
the employer's percentage contribution, as well as the total annual per capita dollar premium
(including the employee share, if any) both prior to the effective date of the new contract (e.g.
Indiv. 100%, Fam. 95%, Indiv. '$2000, Fam. $5000), and as of the last day of the new contract
(e.g. Indiv. 95%, Fam. 90%, Indiv. $2200, Fam. $5500). If your end-of-contract rates have
not yet been established, provide the premium as of the latest known date.
If employee/employer contribution rates have been "tiered", Le. differentiated by date of
hire, length of service etc., please explain in the space provided, and/or on a separate sheet.
Part IV. Waee Adjustments
"Overall Change" is the percent change in base salaries for this unit, including increment,
from the last such adjustment.
"Included Increment" is the amount of such change attributable to increment, if any.
Example: A new contract calls for increases of increment only in the first year; 3 % plus increment
in the second year; increment at the start of the third year plus 3% mid-year; a 2%/2% "split" in
the fourth year, plus increment; and 2 % in the fifth year, with increment delayed until mid-year.
Assume that increment = I %. The form should be completed as follows:
Percent of Unit
Included Increment Split How Split
Increment Eliaible Increase (Dates & Percentaaes)
1.0% 50 %' No
1.0% 45 % No
1.0% 43 % Yes
1.0% 48 % Yes
1.0% 46 % Yes
Eff.
Date
1/1/94
1/1/95
1/1/96
1/1/97
1/1/98
Overall
Chanae
1.0%
4.0%
4.0%
5.0%
3.0%
1/1: 1%
1/1: 3%
1/1: 2%
7/1: 3%
7/1: 2%
7/1: 1%
Note that these are overall adjustments, and not "cost" changes. For example, the third year
"cost" is 1.5 % plus increment, but the overall change is 3 % plus increment, or 4 % . Similarly, in
the fifth year, increment cost is 0.5 % due to the delayed payment, but the amount of the overall
change attributable to increment is 1%.
Part V. Salaries
Provide the appropriate dol1ar salary figures that exist at the end of each contract year, for
any of the listed job titles which are included in the negotiating unit. Where both annual salaries
and hourly rates exist for the same title, list only the annual salaries. For those titles that have
hourly rates only, provide the hourly rate and the average number of hours in the work year,
disregarding work arrangements affecting a small proportion of these employees. For
example, hourly bus drivers paid $14 per hour for 180 days of work, consisting of 6 hours per day
would appear in the matrix as lli (1080 hrs). If multiple levels or grades exist for a listed title,
provide the salary information for the lowest paid grade or level, e.g. keyboardist may be the entry
rate for a typist or data entry person. "Top" is the job rate, highest rate on a salary schedule, or
top of a defmed salary range. It excludes any off-schedule steps and/or longevities. "20 year" is
the salary after 20 years of credited service, including' any off-schedule steps and/or longevities.
"No. of Years to Top" is the credited service time needed to reach the "Top", as defmed above.
Part VI. Notice/Consultation - Seecoverletter.
Identirythep~son who completed the form. Include a telephone number.
Please FAX the completed form(s) to PERB at (518) 457-2664, or remit
by mail to NYSPERB, 80 Wolf Rd., Albany, N.~. 12205-2604.
l
i-')
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3. IvIANAGE!v1ENTRIGHTS (conf'd)
Not by way of limitation of the' foregoing clau~e~the Employer retains the'
right and responsibility, subject al\1iaysto the tenns of tllls Agre~lnent and the
Grievance Procedure~'to (1) hire~discharge. 1Tansfer~suc;pendand discipline
Employees; (2) to detennine the number of men required to be employed, laid-o~
or discharged: (3) to detennine the qualifications of Employees: (4) to detennine
the starting and quitting time and the reasonable number of hours to be worked by
its Elnployees; (5) make any and all reasonable rules and regulations; (6) determine
the work assignments of its Employees; (7) detennine the basis for selection,
retentiolL and Promotion of Employees to or for occupations not \vithiinthe
ba,rgaining unit established by this Agreement: (8) to examine, select, rec.nlit.
~..ppraise~lrain, reb~ assign, and uliliz~ the workforce; (9) Loestablish
~pecifications for positions to classify or reclassify and to allocate or reallocate ne\v
or existing positions.
The Association agrees, in recognition of~lanagclncnt's Rights, not to
request the Employer to bargain ~ith respect to the tore going during the tenn of
this .~eemcnt except as othef\~ise specifically pro'\;ded for herein. ci,thcras to the
basic decision or as to the eff~ct of that decision upon \Vages~hours. and other'
tCImSor conditions of employment.
~. REPRESE!\IIAm'E AND ALTERNATE REPRESENl.-\ffiTE
') One person shall be designated by the Association as its Representative.The: Association Rcpr~scntativ~.shall report any Gtievanccs to lhe D~pal1nlcnt
Head. Such Grievances ~haLibe disposed of as ~et forth in Article 6 hereof. In th~
absence of the Association RepresenUtive, an .-\ltcrnate Rcpres~ntativ~ my be
appointed by the Association President.
5. SPECIAL CONFERENCES
Special conferences for important mattcrs \vill be a1Tan~edbcnvecn the
Association President and the Employer or its designated Representative upon tht:
request of either party. Such meetings srulllbe bel\ve~n two (2) Representalives of
the Employer and ",VO(2) Representatives of the Association~one of \vhom doe.s
not havc to be:a member of th~ Association.
,t,
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s. SPECIAL CC)NFERENCES (cont'ci)
Arr~ngementsfor such specialconferencesshallbe made at le;lstone (1) .
dJy in advanc~ and an agenda of the matters to b~ taken up at the meeting shall be
presented at the time the conference is requc:sted. Nlane~ takc:nup in special
confer~nce shall be confined to those included in the Jgen~. Conferenc~s shall b~
h~ld at reasonable hours as agreed upon by the Etnployer and Association
R~presentativ~s. The Inembers of the. \ssociation shall not lose time or pay for
tune spent in such special conferences if held during nonnal working hours.
6. GRIEVANCE PROCEDlJRE
:\ny ElnploYe~with at le~lstsixty (60) woi"lJngdays service having a
Grievance in connec.tion \vith his employment shall present it to the Employer as
follows:
St~p 1
(a) If an Enlployee feds that he has a Grievance~he shall discuss the
Gri~vanc~ \vith the Chief,vithin five (5) sch~duled working cbys of the
of the Chief from the time of occurance of the alleged grievance. l11e
Representative may be present. The Representatiye ,vith or \vithcut the
Employee. may discuss the Grievance with lhe immediate:Supervisor.
(b) If tht: InaUer is thereby not disp(}s~dot: it will be submitt~u in written
fOtm by the Represent~tive to the Dep:u1ment Head.
St~p 2
(a) If the Departm~nt lIcad's ans\ver is not satisfJctory, the Gric\'anc~ luay
be refelTed to the Local President~ who may submit his appeal on an
agenda to the Employer. .-\meeting bet\ve~n two (2) Rcprcs~ntativcs
of rhe Etnptoyer shall' be alTanged to discuss the Grievan(;e. or
Gri~vances, appearing on the agenda within ten (10) calencUr days from
the dat'e the agen(L1is received by the Employer.
(b) If th~ decision of the Elnployer is not appeal~d in writing within five (5)
\vorkingdays from the date \vrinennotice is recei\'edby the Assoc.iation
uf such uccisiun. the Gri~vanc~ shall be J~elncd settlt:d un the basis of
such decision and shall not he eligible for further processing or appeal.
If the decision of the Employer is not satisf~ctory to the A~sociation: the
matter inay b~ refcITcd to ArbitrJiiol1 JS h~rcinaftcr s~t forth.. but such
-
. .
reit~ITa)to :\rbitration must be made within five (5) working days from
th~ date of receipt of notice of the wlitt~n decision.
"I
"
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If a decision at one step is not appealed to the next step of the procedure within the time limit
specified, the Grievance \vill be deemed to be discontinued and further appeal under this
Agre~lnent shall be baned. Fallure at any :)tep to the GJievance Procedure to ~onununicatt: a
grievance ans\ver to the aggrieved party within the' specified time limits !';haUpennit the'
lodging on an appeal at the next step of the procedw'c within the tilne that would have been
alloned had the decision been communicated on the last day of the sp~cified time. Only by
mutual \vritten agreement may the time limits be extended. The time \\ithin which an appe6il
'may be filed at a higher step of this procedure shall be measured from the date of receipt of the
grievance ans\vcr.
.
(c ) E!\1PLO\~R GRIE'" .-\NCES. The Grievance Procedure may bt: utilized by the Etnployer in
processing company Grievances. In processing such Grievances. ihe Association shall observe
the specified time limits in appealing, and the Employer shall obs~rve the time limits in
aos\vering.
(d) ASSOCL-\TIO}; GlUE" AXCES. TIle Gli~vanc~ Procedur~ IDa)"be utilized by th~ .-\sso~iation
in processing Grievances \vhich allege a violation of the ohligations of the Employer. to the
Association, as such. In pro~essing suc.h Griev&lnc~sthe. \ssociation shall obs~f\'\; the specified
time limits in appealin~ and the Employer shall obsetVe the ti.melinuts in answering.
(e) .;\RBITRATI<)N. Any and all grievances or dispute!';that should arise wid. respect to the'
interpretation or applkation of any of the pro,.isions of this .-\greernentwhich ha':e not been
previously adjusted~ settlt:d~'or fmaiJycomprolnised~ shall be subtnineu to an Arbitrator
agreeable to both parties~othenvise to be ~elected under the proc.edures of the A.tn~ric.an
Arbilr4Jtors .-\ssociatioll. TIl~ de~ision of the ArbiLrator shall be final and binding.
(f) TIle expell~es 9f th~ arbitration pro'eedU1~.sha1l be shared equally by the EUlploy.:r and the
Association. Each party shaU~ho,vever~bear its own legalexpense!';and those of its witness
to t1leproc~eding.
(g) TIlC Arbitrator shall have no po\v~r to add to~ subtract frol1\ or modi.f:~'~lnyof th~ tCffi1Sof
dus Agreem~nt.
a.) ~Iutu..l11vsaric;factorv an.an~em~nls lnay be made to handle (Jrievances during: \vorkinQ hours
.
- -'provided that said meeting sh~ll not interfere \vith th~ En1ployer's requir~d operations and'or
\\'iili th~ \Vorkof the Representative and/or Employees assigned io dUlYat the tim~.
(i) The Association and tll~ Employees ~1gre~that the G1icvanc~ and Arbitnllion Proc.;~dures
herein contained shalJ be'the exclusive means of re~oh{ingdisagreements or disputes b~"veen
the parties.
:..
(j) The Association ~grecs that it will not Cl1gag~in any str~~, slowdown. pickding, boy,;ott~or ~my
other Association activity directed against the business interests or operations of the Empl~yer. '
nor ~ause, instigate or ccndon~ such action. The E:nployer Jgrc~~ th:tt tht:re shall be no 10~kout.
'. "
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7. RULES
Tb~ Elnployer shall have the right to mak~ such reasonabl~ directions, rules, and
regulations as may be deemed necessary by the Et11ployerfor the conduct and management
of the affairs of the Employer, and the Association agrees that the Employees shall be bound
bv and obey said directions. rules and regulations insofar as the same do not conilict ,vith the
...
-
.
tenns of this contract.
8. DISCli.'\RGE A!\TDDISCIPLTI\TE
(a) The Employ~r agrees prornptly upon the discharge of discipline of an Employee
to notify in writing th~ Representative in the Department of the discharge or
discipline.
(b) The disc.harged or di~ciplined Employee \vill be allowed to discuss his discharge
or discipline with the Representative of the DepJl1inent and th~ Enlployer will
make available an area where he may do so before he is required to leave the
property of his Employer. Upon request, the Elnployer or his design.1t(~d
Representative will discuss th~ discharge or discipline with the Employc::eand
the Rcpr~sentJtive. .
(c ) Should the discharged or disciplined Employee or the Representative consider
ihe discharge to be irnproper~ a cornplaint shall he presented in writing through
the Representative to the Employer \vithin five (5) regul~rly scheduled 'Norking
days of lh~ dis~hargc or dis~ip1ine. TIle Elnployer will revic\-vthe discharge or
discipline and gh'e its ans\ver within five (5) regularly scheduled working dJYs
after receiving th~ cOInplaint. If the decision is not satisfactory to the ~\s~uciation,
the tnatter shan b~ refeTTedto the Grievance Procedure. which shall he the
~xclusive procedur~ in lieu of the procedur~s of sections 75, 76, and 77 of the
Civil Service La\\!".
(d) If in the event that the discharge is detennined to be without iust cause or othcnvise
contrary to the tenns of this Agre~ment the pay and seniority "ill be unintetnlptcd.
(e) An Elnployee may be dismissed or othen-vise tenninated during his probationary
period. Such dismissal or termination shall not b~ subject to the glievance or
arbitration pr('lvisionsof this Agreement.
9. SENIORITY
(a) Seniority shall not be affected by the race~ sex, marital statu~ or dependants
of the Employc~.
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(b) Seniority shall be detennined within the bargaining unit in accorcL1ncewith
the Elnployee' s.last d3t~ of hire or job classification change.
(c) TIl~ S~niolit). list on th~ dat~ of tills Agr(;em~nt will show the naJnc, job
classification. and date of hire or job classification ch~nge for each Employee
in the unit entitled to Senority.
(d) TIle Employer "ill keep the Seniority list up to uate at all times and will pro\ ide
the Local Association Secretary with up to cL1tecopies ~.hen requested.
(e) A cUlTentSeniority list will be posted on the Association bulletin board. If the
. list is not challenged,vithin three (3) workingdJY~of posting,said listwillh~
considered ,tcew'ate and final.
10. LOSS OF SE?\10RITI"
In all cases \vh~n an Elnployee' s Scnority has b~en lost~wrin~n notkes sh:111 b~
sent by the Employer to the Employee's last knO\vnaudress. The .-\ssociationshal1
also b~ notifk:d.
An Elnployee shall lose his Seniority for the following r'~asons:
(a) He quits.
(b) He is disc.haged and the disc.h;trgeis not reverscd through the procedure
as Set f011h in this AQreen1~nt.
(~ ) lIe is abs~nt for 1\\"0(2 ) consecu[iv~ wurkino day.3 wirhour uvt.ifvin,)' th~;:, .
-
;:,
Employer. After such absence. th~ Employer \vill send written notific.Jtjon
to the Elnployce at his last kno\vn add.r~ssthJt h~ has lost his S~niority~
and his employment has been lenninat~d.
(d) If h~ do~s not rerum to work \vhen recaU~d frOin IJv-oif as set 1'Ol1hin th~
n~can proce.dure.
(e) Return from sick leave and leave of absence will he treated the same as (c )
above.
(f) If he retires.
"-7-
11. PRtlwIC>TIt)N
It shall b~ the policy of th~ Elnploy~r to proJnut~ Ell1ploy~~sa~cording to
Ci"il ServiceLaws. .
12. REINST ATE!vIENT OF \lETRANS LA,\~
The. re-employment rights of Elnploye~s and Probationary Employ~es \\'ho
become :nelnb~rs of the :lcti'vearmed ~ef\ices will b~ go'.'~rn-:d by applicable 1:1\\'5
.
and re!!.ul,uions.
A Probationary Enlployc:e who ~nters tht: Anned Forees must cOlnplerehis
probation~It:' period~ and upon completing it. will have Seniority ~qual to the tune
spe;;nl in the .-\nu~d F urc~s.
13. LEA'VE OF ADSE:-:CE
(a) Employees \\'110 ar~ in Jny branch of ih\o.~..-\nn~d r or~~s Rcs~rv~ and! or
National (}uard will be paid according to wlilitary La\v Paragraph 242.
Section 3A Jnd 5.
(b) Leaves of absence for reason:1bk: periods of time :ISddincd bdo\\' In.:!)'"
aranted withou[ loss of Se::nioritv
-
~
(1) mn~ss (physi\,;al OJ"rnt:ntaI): onc (1) Yc~l1'.
(2) PrQlonged illness in intennediate family (spouse, dUldren. stcpchildr~n. or
wanh): on~ (1) Y~~1r. .
Such l~av~ lnay b~ c:~t~nd~d for lil~c C~lUS~~\vil~l th~ ~'ppl i)va) vI" th~ \'-ilIJgc
BOJrd of Trust~es.
I..L src~ LEAVE
--..------
Each En1p;oy~~shaH be:~ntille:dto sick leave:if and \vhen aclu.,Uvillor injured. and
pro\Iiding that th~ Emp10yee strictly adheres to the limitations and dir~c.tionsimpo~etl by
his atTendingphysician. ai the::rat~ of (10 Hours) for ea~h calandar monih in whidl (he
Employe.e has actually worked in excess of one-half of the \vork days in such tnonth, ,vith
the right 10aC~U1nuIatemId use su\;h sick li1n~up 10and including the In,lxunuln sixtc~n
hundred and eighty hou~ (1680). Such unused sic.klertve crtn he carned fOr\vat:dfrorn
year to year, but Lhcl11a:illllul11a~cunlulatiun shall never ~xceeJ two hundrt;d teri (210)
\vorking days. Holidays~vacation~ personal leave days~and Injured on Du~' (I()D) days
shall be considered ililys y~vorkedfor the purpos~ .0 tltis scction. Sick leJv~ benefits 111ay
not be converted to extra tUlleoil with pay. All ret~rences to sick leave usage and pay
"villbe calculated by hours bJ!;ed on Jnticipatt:d \vork schcdul~ change.
,',
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14. SICJ.: LEA\~ (CO~l.)
In th~ ~vent of thr~e (3) consecutive days of absence on unauthorized skk leave, a
doctor's certificat.eor other proof of illness shan be required. The Chief may, at his
discretion, require proof of illness of a shorter duration.
Sick leave benefits shall b~ integrated \\ith \vorlu~en ~s compensation as the case
mi!!.ht be. Under no circumstances will any combination of sick leave benet1ts with
- .
workmen's compeos:1tion benefits exceed an Employee's regular, $traigllt time, dJily
or weeiJy rate of pay. An Elnployee's accumulated sick lirn~ will nol be charged with
time off due to a job related injury \vhile receiving \Vorklncn 's Compensation benefits.
Sick leave shall be payable only \vith respect to a \vork day on which the Employe,~
would oth~nvise have work~d~and shall in no ev~nt apply to In Enlpioy~~'s scheduled
day o~ holiday, vacation~ leave of ab~ence~or to any day for \vhich an Employee ha~
r~c~iv{;Jfull pay froln the village.
Employ~es on approv~d si~k l~av~ shall be paid at the r~gu1ur 5rraigh:-ti1n~ wag~s at
eirhr (8) hours per day, for the first nvo hundred ten (210) days. Employees whose
acculnulated sick ll1YSare less tlun t\vo hundred ten (:!IO) d.1YS~shall be paid at th~
r~gular straight-lime wages at ~ight (8) hours per day, for Ih~ numh~r of sick days
entitled to theln.
~o lDore than two hundred ten (210) \vorking days full pay comp,:nsatio!1will be paid
to an Employee in any fiscaj year.
At the e~d of any year, Jll} elnploy~e.tuay tunt in sid, <.lays(up to ,1!n~lxiJl1ulnvf fi\-~
(5) da)'s per year - 8 Hour; Regul'1r Time) for extra pay.
Sick pay benefit tor no use of sick time \vill be as follows:
o days used \vill ~quaJ 48 hours of pay at straight tune wage
,
I' day used "ill equal 36 hours of pay at straight time ",-age
2 (lays used \viIJequal 24 hours of pay at straigllt time wage
3 days used \vill e:qual 12 hours of pay at straight time wagt:
-+days used th~rc will be NO paym~nl
The paytnc;nt will be tIh1d~ aft~r the end of{h~ [t5\,;alye~u' in the;:2"d pay p~riod of Jun~,
and will be at the rate of pay tor the im,mediate prior fi~cal year.
Each Employee shall he granted tlve (5) hours in total for each year of this contra<.;tin
ord~r to visit do~tors or dentists \vithout a loss in p~y for such {im~us~d. 1l1~;Chi~f Inay~
at his discrerion~request verification of visit.
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15. BEREA'VElVIENl LEAVE
In the event that an Elnploy~~ is bcrcav~d by th~ J~Jth uf a parent. spOUse, dlild, brother,
sister. grandp~rents~ grandchiJdren~ spouse's parents~ son-in-I:I\v: cL1ughter-in-law. or sister-in-
la\v or any person lh,ing in the EJnployees houschol,,~ SUdl Elnploycc shan b~ cnlitJ~J to a lcav~
not to exceed three (3) consecutive calendar davs. or thirtv SL"{(36't hours. commencin~ with
. ....-
th~ day of death, if the Elnploy~e tJk~s off that dny or J pm thereof. In the ev~nt that ~m
Etnplo~!eeis scheduled to work any of the three calendar days. such Employee shall r~cei\'e his
regular straight-time "'ages for tho: dJ)"s th: Employee \YJSscheduh:d to \york, pro\.id~d:
( 1) The Employ~e attends the fun~ral.
(2) Bereavetnent 1t:~IVGSIt;1i1nol appl~' during periods when Ihe Employee invoived
is absent from w0rk becau!o;~of sickness. leJve of ab~cnce or JDVother leave. If
-
,
.
b~rt:avt:nlcnl uc~urs Juring an Eluployce' s \'~Ica{ion~su~h v,lcation sh~.ll be r~-
scheduled to a time mutually agrcc3ble to the Employee ~nd the Chief.
('3) In C,lSCa buriJl is Jd~iy(;d fur ~1I1Yr~ason~ th~ lhr~~ ll~lYSgrJnt~d Jo not h.n,-t:;lo
he consecutive, fhat is one of them can he taken at the rime of the hurial.
1h. H()LID A Y'S
...------
fa) The follo\ving days ~hall b~ considered paid hoJ.id3Y~h~' the Fir~ Depat1menr:
Julv 4th
Labor Day
\.' ckriUl' s Da\'
Thanksgiving D::1Y
Cululnbus Dav
l\![emotial Dav
ChriStl11as Dav
N..:,v Year's Day
i\IartiH Luth~r king Jr. Day
Patriot's Da\'
..
Good FlidJ\'
.
(b) £tis agreed that pay in lieu of tinle off will be given to all ;\.fetnhcrs of the Association
for the el~vcn holidays indi~Jlcd in 16 (A). Paym~nt \\ ill be rnad~ in t11~third pJ)' pet10d
in ~vlayfor holi(L1Ypay ~amed since Dccember 1H. Holidav pay is at regular straight tu,ne
hourly rate for the d.1)' \vork~d. If an Employee desircs~ h~ n1~Yrec::i\'c compen~Jtory rinl~
off at the rate of hours 1'or each holi<.1~I~".All EnIplo~ces shall forteit, the light to receive p~lid
holidays urness tht:~' \VOtl~t! thdr regularly sch~dukd \vork days immediately pn:cedi.ng
smne ,md subsequ~nt to sanIe cx~cpr if th~ ~Ibseni,.;eth~rc frolTt is on accouOI of an I::nllih;d
\!acation~ personal kave~ \vork\:r~ ;;ompen~ation~ or death ~n th;: irmn~diat~ f1mih' :l~.h':n~'jn
tl~lill~U.
(~ ) In Jddition to (h~ ~'~lh.,d h,iljd~iYs. ~~~h IiKlnb~r uf th~ D~p~ir(Jnt.:tlr after Olle (.1) yej~.
nf ~crvicc: shJII he grantcd thirty six (36) hours pay :IS personal leave. The Departm(:nt
h~ad in~lYrequire scvcnty-£y,,'o (72) hour.:; ~~dv:&n~cn.otj\,;~. It lj ui1ckrstood :h~t th~s~
dal's \vill not he taken on anv of th~ hnJjdav'3 indicated in fa) a~ovc. and that thev \-vilt
. .......
1).- 1U1' 1U' t~ d to
"'
n.. p :.(
'"
},.",. ..-I'tft ,,,,'to al",,' \~:1.t l1 01.,...r.,., .,...r.,.,r, , to tl,.. fiu.,:t .....clu..".t t \\ '11";' 10~ ~ \..I '-' '-I..> .,.& ..1'-&., .~ , i""'-'''' .~..~, ~. t "-'Awl..., .~"" , '-" oJ. w '-'.). U4
'"
~.
'.
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(d) Sue.1tholidays shall not be paid or granted to an Etl1ployeewho is on Leave of Absence
as defulcd in Section 13.
Ii. \1'ACATIl)~
A vacation of tcn (10) \vorking days shall be ~ami,;dby In Employ~e aft~r th~ fIrst t\vclvc
( 12) months of sef\,;ce.
At (he end of five ye~lrs. the tollo\-ving \vill appl~' lor V~lc~ltiondays:
BeIDnning of 61hvear - 15 davs
Begmmng of 7th "year - 16 dav~
B~illJmin(Jof 8"1veal' - 17 uavs
~ .
Beginning of 9111year - 18 days
B~!ilimino of loth ~.~ar - 19 d.1\'s
...,:::)
.'Beginning of 11tl1 year - 20 dav!-t
Upon completion of the t\venty first (21) year of service and I~)reach year ther~afier~ an
Employee shall receive an additional ellY vacation for .:ach such YCJrs. Thos~ Ernploy~es \vho
have earned ten (10) days ofvacarjon .may take five (5) nfthosc days at a time. .
No employee shaH take a vacation of more than (en (')0) ~nnsccurive working days at one
one: tin1e, eXl:~pt that longer emlled vacation time nlay be appro' '~d by the Chi~f.
Vacation schedules ~hall be dctcnnincd by the Chief in :1c.\:.ord.:tncewith DCpar1tl1cntai
rcquir~Ju~nb.. \;.acation~ ~hall be taken Juring th~ fi:)~al y~al ~i.uu~d unlc~:suth~f an'ang~Jn~liiS
arc approved hy the (~hief
18. P \y ADVANCE
------.----
(a) If a regular pa~' day l~1ilsdUling an Eluployce's vacali()n~ h~ must make a request for hi"
chec1" within 'one (1) \Y~ek before lc:a,ing, to r~cdvc: that ch~~k in JU\,jnc~.
(b) Rate during vacation: .EmplQYccs will be paid their CUtTcntr~1tehased on th~ir r~'gular'y
scht:dukd day while on Vilcation an will r~~eive cn:dit t()r ,my b~nctj(s proviu~d in Ihis
A!!reement.
(c) It;s agrced~ that in the e.ventan Employee's sen,ices are tenninated aUv:tc.ationand.
holid~.ypay due:hun at the tunc of lenuinJtion will b~ includ~J in th~ EJnpJoy~c's rulal
paycheck.
I .
"
.
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] 9. ASSOCIATH)N BL1..LETn~ BOARDS
Th~ Elnploycr \vill pn)\,idc bulkliI1 board~ in th~ D~p~1I1Jll~Hi~\'hi~h jn~.y h~ ust:u by lhe
Association for posting notice~.
There shail be nothing of a det~lnlatory or olfensive naiure posted.
20. H< .SPITAL - ~'JEl)ICAL CUVEl{ :\GE
"-..-
(a) The Etnploy~r and rhe Elnpii)~'~c agree to sh:ar~ lh~ cost ot He:allh jnsnr:ance. Th~ I:.nlpJoy~r
wi1lContrib\!l~ 90°'0 of th~ cost of .;:ithcr COlnlnurlit" Elut: or Chok;: Blu'~ \yitl1 D'.:ntll :md
V"isionRjd~rs provided. The EmplOy~e will ~oJ1(ribLHc1(y~()of ihe \:ust or their Hospnal -
!\'!~dic~dcovera~e each vear th;~ «('ntract i~ in effi:ct.
.
-- .
[f an Employee dects to remain with the Blue Cross Hospit:al\,f..:dical- \1ajor !\ f~<1ic~11
BC~"L\17 they \\"ill ill Addirion ~u Ih~ 10'\J Enlplo~'~\; ~ut1rrjhuiiol1 P~IYthe.;~nrir~ Jif1~rt;Il\..;;
in cost of the Comrn.rnunity I'3Im:.Choict: Blue ~lndrh;lr of lh<.:Blui: Cross Hospiral \Jajor
~I\:dk~l BC~,.[\ 17.
(b) ror ~ach of the.;~bove plans th:: Drug P:'c~;\,;riptioni,.;{)-payl~)r ~~:~hpresi.:tlplion will b~ 55. on.
(I.:) If:tn Enlployc~ is dig.ibl~ for rc:!sonJblc ~OIT1parJbk b:!sic pbn cO'.'~!"JgcJnd dd~rs
dsewhere. tht: Elnpioyct: \,,'jji nor be cover~d by Ihe Viiiage.
(d) 'v'():unt~i)y retiring EJnp;oy~es .ire p~nniil~d iO r~llIajn in lh~ group pbn at ,heir own
exp~nse and that unused sick 1cayc in exce~s of 840 h0ur~. .1nd to fh~ maxiInul'n ,
of lGSO h()urs~ IHa} b~ c.;()n\:~rt~J to ht:;JIth in~u"~lnc~ upon fdir~ill~IU. th~ lk)HiJf \.~ihj\;
of the unused sick I~Jve so converted shall be &Itthe rate of 1/ ~O()IIIof rhe annu:1I r:tte
uf pil)" ~xduding ov~r-tjjn~ ~1 th~ tini~ vf r';iir.;mcnL rnlis uptiun JIi4jYh~conh; autoUiJii~
nr postponed with 90 day~ writtetl notk.e ro rhe Village Clerk. If postpon~d the credit
'""e"'n"'" \\ "illl "L> """ ll .-' J U" t
:l -.:U ..l l r:' l1 '~ .". tl "~ 't l.'.,~.1 T."ln'
"
l()
"
.1..., " ) ..t., "'f .1..:>l..~IU"l
"'''' ''-'
"'~..
~ lI..
- "'. 'u 1'-' u.) .
'''''
U L.J tJ.
.'
"''''
1\.< '" Lt ., 0.11
'.
\, 111'"
Emplo~!et: expires. \'iith rhe \\!tiul:n until:":'g1ven 10 rhe Vill~lg~Clerk 90 d:lvs helon: Ih~
co\\:r~:2e is fo cornm.:nc~.
....
!~) If In Emrloye~ d~ds not to pi!rtidpat~ in th~ Ht:alth Car: C0\...:r~lgePlan pro,id.:d hy
the Village (due io duplical~ \,;over;ig~)~Ih~ Vi.1h}g~will pay:
~l.~OO.OO for FamiJv Co"~raQr.:
.
." ~$ 600.00 for Suwk Cu\.'cra!!c
-' -To said employe~ at the end of rhe fiscal year. June 1~r. or a~ so(~n as possihle. D~c.ision
h~ISto b~ Inad~ by ~d~y ISlh of rh.lt year thill il1l.:polic~"is not n~~d~.J. ~,o \.ill~ig~ ~:iHpl\JY~~
is to he \vithout hasic hl"althco\!tragc and will furnish proof of su~h to th~ 'Vilbgt.:Clerk to
qua~i for tlus paYin~nt. ..\11)"".illag~ ~nlploy~~ ull~kr f~Ullilyh~Jlth pIan ~.o\.'\;r~g~wirh
parents or guardian. ma~'nol quality for tlus pa~'ment.
.'
.
2-1.
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20. H~)SPITAL-~IEDICAL COYERAGE (con(d)
(f) Cpon tbe death of an Elnploy(;~ during ~lnployn1~nt \\tith (he Villag~. unus~d ~i~k tilnc Inay
b~ c.onverted to Hospitalization coverage for spouse or dcpendt:nts 19 years an younger.
.
TlffiRE \VILL BE NO CASI-I PAY~.1E~rrS.
(g) .-\11 ne..v hires to the depJl1jn~nt ,,\'ill ~ontribute lO~ij of th;;;cost vf their I-Iospi.,al- ~-I~Jica1
coverage each year tius ~ontract is in effect.
Sch~dule for such paYln~nts will b~:
15 -20 YE..\RS OF SER\-ICE
10 - 15 YEARS OF SERVICE
L~TIER 10 YEARS UF SERYICE
i\:1A:~r\.rL~I l)F 180 I)AYS
~.L\...\:l\'fl:~1 <.>F90 D:-\YS
ALL .-\("Cl~\,n.~L..-\ TED SICK TL\.IE LJ'>
T() 90 DAYS
~Acthod of computation will he ~atne as descrihed 10 p. 13 S~c(ion 20 (d) ahove.
21. CLASSIFIC ATI()N
.-..-----
Employec:s \vill be ~valualcd and dassiJit:d hy the: Elnpl()y~r as ')l~r spe~ilicalions as outline.u
on Sd1~dul~ "A" JUachcd ho::rdo.
" "-'AGE R.-\TES
Rak-s of pay shaH he :IS ~\ch('ctule "B.~ :1ttachcd hcrctn. Pay ~.;dl~dlll~ (~h:ln be weddy.
~3. nVERTEvfE
Overtime \vill he paid at tlv: rat~ of 1.5 titn~s the regular pay rate. UVct1ime \vilt he paid ~
hours of J worlJng day and -10hours of Linorm~ll \vork '.\'~~k.
L\L\n.~1Z.-\ TION SH()TS
:\11inunuruzation shots recolnrncl1fh:d by the Chkf.I~)f rn~mbers of !h~ d~pm1mt:nt shaH bl:
p~lid for hy dlC Elnploy~r.
RETn(E~.IEr-;T
-----
Efi~~'ive June l~ 1969~ th~ Enlploy~r \\'ill pro\ill~ Elnploy~~s ~o\'~r~d by ,his .igr~~lu~n(. \\-iLh
Basic PIJn Section 375-e and tht: Special PbnSection 3X4. .'\11Tier I rnc:mbers will have the.
Ordit1~1~'D~Jth Benefit, S~~tion 3G()~b.
II .
t .
.
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Efi~elivc:June L 1987, tht: Elnployer will provide ElnpJoy~es co\'~red by this agreement lhe
benefits of the Twentv- Year Retirement Pbll. Section 384-d, a~ offered tn' the ~..S Retirement.. ,
.
Systell1. FUl1henl1or~. the On~- \..~ar Av~rag~ Salary D~n~tlt. Se~tiivn 302-9,0) \vill be pruvided
for the Tier I Employees.
20. SA \lINGS CLAUSE
.
-
[f Jny clause or provision of the Agreement is detctmined to hy ill~gai. unen!orcc:.able
or null and void by any tlibunal of comp~knt jUf1$dktion, su:;h d~h.:nnin~lI.i()nsh~l1n~t aff~t:t
any olher ciause or provisioJ,1her~of or give any light to eithc:rparry fOnegotiat~ or renc~oljal~
any part or :1llof this agreement.
27. {}~JIF()R..\iIS
Effective upon the signing of the Agrc~ment. the y~arly clothing: '~ather goods allow~nce ~hall
b~ t1u~c hundr~d f1fty ($350) doll~lrs ~&nJbeginning Jun~ 1. 1995 it ,vilI b.;; thr~~ hundr~d :)~:;':cni~.-
fiv~ ($375) dolJars. The unused portion can he earned tOJ'\vard rn th~ following year.
lJ\rIF()Rl\JS -ANY NE\V HIRE \\/rLL BE PR()VII)En BY '1'TiE VILLA(,F \.\TfH THE
FC)LLO\\T'-:G: (2) - St~L\IER SIIm.TS
(2)
- \\("INTERSl-IJRrs
(2) - P:\IRS ()f P .\~,:TS
(]
'>- PAm ()FBL.-\CK SHC)FS
(l) -BELT
<'1) - '\\l?<TER J..\Chr:r
(2) -DRES~ IlA.T (BELL CR()\V~'!)
.\fTER THE F~RST YEAR. TI-IE flREFJGI-ITER IS COVERED L~,T1~R fliE EXI;)TE~\J
C'LOTIU}\,:G ALL( )\VANC'E. IF TI-lli (~HTEF FEEI.S j\.[OR F IS ~\iEEf)ED. IT SHALL BF
AT IllS DISCRETIO~ TO PR()\"IDE st;CI-I.
Cnifonn;~ - Any E~npJ()yccupon rctir~ln~nt Inay turn in ~my:inwunt up tu S500.00 rCia~Ji.ning
in his UnifOtmAllowanceio\vardHeaJrhnlu~ Cross after he rdir~s.
~~. r.::!L.L-r~. TJl\lli
(~1) An) Enlploycc C6111~d for duty in addiaion ro his regular \\iorkinng hours shaU b~ guarall[et:d nol
k~~ than two (2) hf.\nrs pay at 1.5 timt:s hi~ reguC11ar P~1Yrind perfQnTI departl11i:nt"'. t1uti.~~at th~
discretion uf the Chj~l~
C~illin Illn~ duty, th~ Chi~;f will keep an up tv J~tc ~~1lin list in0u(hl~'. Thi:) \.\i1Ib~ h,.s~d Oil ~i
call in wheel to st~1rtthe 1:>1of Junc bv seniority ;snd there aft~r hv the nUtnber of Jctu~1IJccun1ltl;ltcd
.
-
.
\vorking hours, with the lesser Jlnount of wof1.:~dhours Jt th~ top of :h~:list. Th~ ~~1J111'\vh~~J
w1il he checked off everv rv[ondav and ~1<.1ju~redaccon.lin!.!.lvtor IhI: week ;lc.knn\vied~ljnQ:mv hours'
. _.
- -"
..
\vork~d the prc'"ious \ved~. .
..
, .
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At the;b~ginning of he following lnonth. the Jis{will be posted again by sc:niorityOfby the
actual "cculnulated worked hours. Refus:tl hours do not carr'\' fronl ~vlonthto !vlonth.
In the event P3rt-tunc Firct"icl1tcrs arc hired. call in titn~ sh:tlJ he o1t~rcrl to FuU-titT\C
Fjri;;fiillll~rs first.
...,
(b) TIle Employer \vill p~y for up to and indudillg t\vo (2) in.'s~r\.'i~~ training program~ per fis~Jl
year per etnployee from a rel;og'niz~d institution or agency. One (1) in-service trainir.g pr()gr~lm
is mandatory for al1p~nnJn~nt ~mrloyc~s. In addition to hi,:;rc~u!Jr pay, each fIre fighter :.;hall
receive a straight ritne r:tte. 3c) hours pay pCI'y~ar tor in-selvil:e training. Fire Figj1krs I1UISt
attend the training sessions offered unless they Jre on appro\\:t! skL kJV'~ ur 'I.'acJtbn to r~cd\'r.:
cotnpt:ns~li1on.
..-\ttend~mc~ Inust he approved by Lh~ dt:pJrhncnL h~au so ~JSHot io JUJlli~r (he nonual upcr~}Li\Jtls
of the::department.
6-1-96 to 5-3] -97 - ~()hours
6-1-97 to 5-31-98 - 35 h0urs
6-] -98 to 5-31-99 - 40 h()ur~
tinusl~<.lSick Pay and tritining pay \vilJ h~ paid in ih~ 1.;.rp.IY p~liod in Jun!.: of ~ach y~ar.
2y. L<)r--.;CrE\"ITY SERVICE PAY
L,)ng~\,'i(y p~I~'m~nls- E1T~~(i\~ 3-1-')6 iO 5-3 i -~.J{j
G-9 \"~ars
. .
1()-13 \"c:trs
1-!-17 years
18-20 vears
,After 20 Y~ars
$.350.00
S475.00
S600.00
$725.00
S 25.00 for \,;;1-.:h\'~;.r
Lung;:':ilY paym~nl will be pJid on Ih~ fullo\'.-ing tJJyd~,,:~k ,)[ ih~ J~lU.1! ~1T1nh'.;;rs~lIJdJti,;.
lIE..\1...n'l SAFETY'. :\XD TR:\!~T\(} ("()~.t\.UTTEE30.
(~I) E'YF EXA!\"INATI<J~ E:lch Elnp10yee shall at his opticn hl: ~ntitkd to an ~ye e~~aminati()n
OI1C(;:~V~J'y(\.\i0ye;;arsto bc prc;:fonncd by all opLhalnolugist. The Enlpluyc;:c;:Illu::srpay S5.00
of the total charge. Employer \v1Upay the ""lance.
I,
'
. .
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(h) Tht: H~a1th~ Safc[\' and Training Comnuttc~ shall fun~(ion to cscablish and r~vj~w h~alfh.
.
-
.
satety and training procedures in the Dcpi1rtlnent and ,vill n1akc advisory rccomrncn<.l1tiansto
Ih~ Fire Chief. TIle Fire Chi~f shall rc:spond to all rcconuncnJaLiuns fruin lh~ comnuUcc withi.n
si'Xty(6())days. The health.safety and Training Cammjn~eshall he comprisedof not tnorc .
Ihilu t\\"O(2) Village R~prcscntativcs. TI1CUnion shall not hav~ Inor~ than lwo (2)
Represent6Jtiveswith one (1) ~lternative.
The Calhnen shall h~lve nol more than hvo (2) Represenratives wirh on~ ( I) Altetl1at~. The
f-Iealth~ Safety ~nd Training Cluinnan ~haU chair ~a~h In~~tir:g and hJ\'c the rc~ponsibilily of
seuing agendas. establishing meeting tunes and plc1CCSas \veil as prc)\.iding reclmi,~al Jssisrancc (0
th~ Committee. The Chainnan ~jhallhold the tie-bn:aking ':ote regarding ad, isory
rccolmncndar;ons i:o ihc Fire Chi~[ After a rccomfl'.~ndalion is made bv the Comlnirt~e. Tilt;
Fire Chief sh~.n.givc hjs inh:ntion in ,vriting to the Comn1itte~ \vithin sixty (60) d~ys (~fthe datI.:'
of th~ r~cotmu~ndatiou b) the; CoullniUet;. TIl~ I-I~alth. Sai"~IYand Tr~.illjllg.C ollUnitt~~ sh~ll1
meet four (~) times annually. A secretary shan take minutes of t:adl meeting anti th\: minutes
sh~dl be m~lde;available fa the ~.b\'or ~md the; Fire Chi~f.
31. GE~1;RAL EQllP:\lE>:T
The Elnploy~r shall pro\.;d~ th\.:Fir~ D~p~.rtlncni with ~my~md ~\Un~..;~ssary ';(iuiplU~1lln~",(i.,;d
to provide propt:r ,nnhulancc sClVic~ and tin: pro{~clion. Such t::quiptncn( wiii h~ kepi in a gO(Jd
stlt~ of repair.
~.., Cf)DE ()f ETI-TICS
Dt?clan.tion nf' Polk"
The proper operation or dt:mocratic ~()vcnJment requires thai publjl~ ofiidals aT'd .:mplnye~:s h:,:
iI1\.kp~nd~nt. i1l1pal1ialand r~spoll~ibl~ tV th\,; p~()pl~: that publi\; offi\,.o~HO{b~ used fo1'pcrson~ll g..iiu:
~md that the pubiic hav~ contjd~nl'l.:in the integrity of irs g()verrun~nI. In recognition of thc:'\c
1".
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the (jcner~ll i\llunidpal Law. a Code of Ethics for all oHicials and ~mp1oyet;s of the Vi1lage of
:'dcdina. \\"hc!h~i' dcct~d or Jppoint~d, paid or unpaid. The PU1VOS;:vf {hi:;Cod~ is [0 ~siJbli5h
cthi\,;al standards of c.onduct tor all su(.;h officials and cmploy~es.
Responsibilities of Public ()nit'e
Puhli~ offi~ials and en1plo~\:es ar~ ag~nb of public pmvosc and hold ot1i\,;,eior llh;:b~n~fjt L.f (h~
puhlk, Th~y arc hound to uphold th[~Con~titution ()f thi.' l.1nikcl Sta'l~S :1THtN.;:-\vY('rk St1tC. :.,"£.1t.}
\;~In)' uur iJl1IXlrliJa~'Ih~ L~lws uf lhe ~~uioll~ StLitc ~uu.1Vi11~1~.C,Their ,,;OttdU\..:lill hoth Ih~il' uffi~iLlj
and pri,,:tt~ affairs should be ahnn~~fi:proach.
1
.
'
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~.., CC)nE OF ET1-nCS (cont'd)
Conflicts of I.nterest and {)nd~sin)ablt} Beha\'jnr
Jn~crc§Lin.~np"ointments. Canvassing of ~'klnht.rs of th~ noard nf Truste~s dire~.tly or indire~tly. in
urd~r to ubtain prd~rcllti"l ~onsid~rutiun in ~ol~n~~:jGnwith ~;ny ~.ppoinnncnt tG the Village S~rvk.~
shall disquaiitY the candidat~ tor appointmt:nt t:xcept with ddi;renc~ to positiions filed by appointment
by th~ '"mage Board.
I:Si.:_ofPublic Property. ~o ()l1i~iJI 01"'~lnployet: sh;dI USt: or pt:n!1i~ !ho.:use nCYilbgt: owned
v~hid~s. equipt.nent or lT1at~I;ais. Of' propcTl~: J(),. J1~l'son~fi\':(Jnvcili~nc~ I.)r proi it. cX~t:P[ when such
~ef\.iccs :sre gr:nc:r:sHy .1vailabk to rhe ~...t1bli,~or ~n:. pro.'.1<\"':<1as :1nl~1!kr ()f pnJky for [hi: Hse of :o::\!:h
ul lici;lj or cmpJ()ye~ in the ~ondu~t uf (,ffi~iill husin~ss.
()l?Ji&Hhm.:jJ.Q..£'.iJi~~I1~, ~o ()Hi~;J) :Jf ;,,;.npjo,v~;; ~)II~iU::+J'~jJH~111~:~p;~",i~&1...t)It~ltkf~Hiull. i.fc.llHl\;;ni "..
Jd'I'JntJ!!C 10 In\' ;;.itiz.:=n b~vond whi:.:f1 is ;1\.'ail=)hl~ to ~\'t.~f\' other l;itiz'~n.
-.. .
I.11.\~Qn.m;.!~il)j~J;.mU'illJJ1erH.~o Irusrc~ or other official or etnployet" shall engage in or Jccept pn',"Jh:
l;anploYlu~nt or r~nder services for Pr1\'Jtt: int~r<.:~;(:-;\\"h~i1 5u\;h ~lnploym~nt of s~rvi~.; is nlC0t11pJlibk
\Virh th~ proper discharge of his otficial du(i~s or would iinpai.r his indl:pl:nden&.;~ nfjudgement or'
a~tion ir. the p~Ifotmanl.:e of hi~, offi~:jl JUli-:~).
Djsda~un: of Cfmfidenlial Infonn~llion. Yo tru!Sk..: or olh~r utl!:.:ijl or '.;:nlpluy.;;~ sh~ln~without
pr()p~r auth()ri~1ti')n disdos~ whal is consilkn.:d 10 he coniiot:nlial inionnalion ~onc":.Jlljng (h~
prnp~~'~ govemrnt:nt, or at1:1irs of rhe ':i1I~1ge, "\'or shJU hv use sllch in.t{)J111~tionto ~ldv:1n~~ the.:
finan~i~.l ()r u[h~.. pri\'~ltc intere:'>t of hinist.:if Ui O(ht:lS.
r.iifts and Fav\>rs. ~o Iru.~icc ur uthl,,;l' 0ni\':'i~il vf cn1pJ(j~'~'; Sh.l11~l1",,,,~P(~iny gilL f~lv,)r, ur thing \11'
value that ma\' ;nt1u~nc~ him in the disl:har!!«: of hi~ dutito's. nor shall he L't'Jt1t in th\.: di~\:har!!e of his
. -. - -
'.ill
'
J'.'.:. .111\
'
U
. }
'
p
"
u
'''
)
-' J' .'".
.01
'
",
.....1
.
,... 0
'" '
11m' i1 O. 1: .
'''
Iu ., ,\,,>... ~. I I 1 \,,> .1~ \' ~.3_ & \. \. \.. ~ I' 1= ,. U
"".
Disdosurc of!nkr~st in L~gislJtioI1. ,\ trw;!..:~',vho has a fm~m~i~l or ()1h~rpri\"Jl~ int,:l\:~)1in Jny
I~gjslalion or lootion b~tOfl,.~rhe Yillage: Board sh~tlldisdosc t(,1'ptthhc record tht: n:tture anff ~xt~m
of such i11kr~st. Tlu~:provision sh~ll not appl~' if said trustc~ disql!~difi~s hhnst:lf h"()tl1.\'vting.
Polirk-at Acti,.;tv. !\fo ~ppointive oH1cbJ or \:tnl'Ji\yee. sh~,n tI~e hi~ 1'0:5itj0n on b;lhalf of any p()Iitj':.:.~l
P6lrcy, :)lJ~h appointcJ "ffi~ials and ~nipi()\:~~~ shan nOL t.1S~Iheir posj[ions to rah:~ an a~Livcp~lItin
pnlitic:ll cmnpaign or solLcitaiiol1s tor c~odjdat~s. Thi~ probibition sh:lIJ not :spply to officials (\r
I,,;JnpJuy~c~app()i.J1t~Jb) th~ Vill~~~ D'Jdrd HJlJ~r iho;;provi:,jou~ ,)f .\lui~k; 15-.-\ uf 'h~ '\'illJg~ L.1\\.
Oth~r \,;onflid~ uf intcr~s( Jnd ~x~llnpk;, uf ~Il\.ksir..;;,ibk b~kl\':Oj' .lr~ .t~sunh..d tv \;;:J:)l JuJ .11\,
not ~numcl'at~d in tlus ordinall<;e.
,
... , .
, ..
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Applirabilit~'
'\Then a trustce or other ofticial Of employee has douht :ISto th~ JpplkabiLity of a pnn,ision of this'
C oll~ uf Ethics. he shall ,1pply for Jll Jdvisory opiniun ,0 hj~ Ultil11~lt~appoilujng ~uthorjly dX~t;pt in th~
cas~ of a trwnee \vho ~haU make application t(\ tht: entire Villag'~ Board. and sh.all he gujd~d hy that
opinion when given.
Sanctions
'. 'iolalions of Jny pro\.i~ions of this Cod~ should rJis~ \.:onsd~ntiou~j qUt:~.Iicnsfor !hc ~n~')!~~or other
orlk.jal or etnploye~ concerned (IS10 whe;:1her voluntary resignailon or other J~.tion is nceded lO prOll1ote
the best interest of the 'tillage. Viobtion by :1ppointl.:d offidZ!!~ and ~nlploye~~ ..;onslin.H~~a l.:ausc for
suspension, n:movalu'onl office or ~l11plo~Incnt. OJ't)(hcr dis\;ipiin~I~' ~lction.
Effects of In\'aiidit\'
:.>hvuld any s~clion Of p,trt uf ihj~ l)..Jinan~~ b~ u~~Jar~J ul\;alid fur ~n). j\;,l~un. it :)hO!Uw)( ..Iffc~i i~h;
olht:r sections or p:lrts thereof
Statelllent or purpose: Th~ purpos~ of rlus ordin~lnce is to establi!':h a Code of Eth.ic.sfor puhlic ofiicials
Jnd ~mp10ye~s both ~l~ct~d and ~ppuinted~ of Ih~ '"illagc of ~l~din~t
33. TEH2\~!ATI()~ .\~'D ~10DIF!C,\T!()~!
TIllS Agreemenl shdl be dfcctin: ZlSof Ih-: 1gfd..1)'of Jum: 1~)96. and continU!: in full f()F;'.:
;md ~ffcct untjJ the;:tenninaaion (ialc \Vhi~h shaU be the 31 ~I ua\' of ida\'. j 999.
. ..
(;"1) If dthcr pa~' (k~1rCSto tennmarc tht:. t\grcem~nt it ~haJ). on:.: hundred t\Yenty (1 ]0) d;1~'~
prior to lhe i~nnination d~lit:. gi\.~ wriUen nutke uf i.ml~Jh.lIu~nt ~1shl:rcin~IHcr pnn. idt:d.
Of if e:-ach party g.i"i.ng notice of tcnnination \vithdraws the ~ame prior to tennination datt:o
th-;,;,'\g;rcclneat shaH ~ontinu~ in ~ff~~t froin Y~Jr to Y~~1r(h~l\':~in~r. .)ul~j~~, 10 nOli~t: uf
termination by either party one hundred nventy (120) d:1Ys\vrin~n ptior to the (;U1Tentyt.:ar:s
tcnmnarion dJt~.
(h) It. either party desir~~ to tn()dif~' or change this Agrc~mt.'nt. jt shall. one hundred "venry
(120) dJYs pIlar 10 th.; t~nni11Jtion d~lte or any subsequ"::lt tcnnina(ion d~ll~,gi\~ \\"ti1ka
nofic~ of alT1cndrnc:nt.in w'hich cv~n( the notice of mnendment shall set ior1h the namre
41111endlnentor zunt:ndln~nt~desired, .'\ny :ullen(ltnent~ that tn.ayh: ~gn:edupon duB
h~comeand he a parr of this .-\grccment wiihour Inoditying or c.h"ngingany of rite mher
t~rn'~ of tlus .\QTeenl~nt.
(~. ) ~;oii(;~ shall he in \\..1tUH! and shaH b~ sufljci~nl if s~nr h\' ccniii~d mail. ~lddr~ss(:J. illo
-
.
th~ :\ssoc.iation. to the r.peal A!-:sociation Secret;Jr:'~ and to the E11ip'oy~r: Jddre~~,,:1 to I!h~
\ -illa~~ Clerk. Ci£\' HJIL ~.kJi.1la, ~~(;WYdrk. or {(; In\" ~Udl add res:) ,l~ Ihti Ass",~i~uioH tJJ
-.. . .
the E1np1oyer nlay 1nak~ a\';11bhk to eJch other. DUling ncgo1i:1tions. :1J1h~ndit.; \,:iJ)
j"~.J1JaiI1in ~ff~~L
'rlithge of Medina
'YOR
.Usn:ES
ORLEANS COUN1Y MEDINA, NeW YORK 14103.
VILLAGE CLERK PHONE 7161798-0710
HERBERT E. BRANT
a.ERK- TREAsuRER
DEP. CWK- TRIAS.
AnoRNEY
F. MAROARET CRoWLEY
DEBORAH L P ADOLESICI
NORRIS L WE8S1DERNEST l. ORCAR
LINDAM. DEYLE
NORMAl. HV11I
PATlUCKM. O'BRIEN
WILLIAM D. POOLE
DoNALD F. KENNEDY
POLICY FOR PHYSICALS INVOLVING USE OF S.C.B.A.
1. Time frame shall be as outlined by the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR 29 1910.156 and CFR 1910.134 (B) 10).
2. The Village shall be responsible to pay an equal amount to members receiving
s~rvices from their personal care. physician. This amount will be equal to
the fee paid to Medina Memorial Hospital.
3. The results of the physical shall not contain any personal medical i~formation,
but shall reveal in general the test results as required by O.S.R.A.
The Fire Department will use and keep on file, the form provided and
required by New York State Department of Labor. Regarding use of Self
Contained Breathing Apparatus; this form will be considered Medical History
and kept confidential.
4. There shall be no release of medical records to any third party without
written consent from Employee.
5. If an employee fails the exam, that employee may at any ttme within a
6 (six) month period be retested. If the employee again fails to pass the
exam within that time-frame, then the Chief will review with the Village
Board the present and future status of that employee.
6. .1-- f'G
.1' Ift:-~ I
&J!(
~
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'
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34. FNAL AGREEr\'IE~
Tills Agreement is sul~jectto an\Cndl11cnt alteration. or :.ddition only by a suhsequent
"\litt~n agr~~ln~nt b~twecIl and ~xc~ut~d by, the Elnploy~r Jnd lh~ Asso~ia[ion. The waiv~r
of any breach. telm or conditon of this Agreement hy either p:1rtyenfof,?cment of aUthese tenns
and o;onditions. TIl~ parti~s ackno\vlcdged that during the n~goriJiiolls that resulted in this
Agrecment.~ach had the unlin1itedright ilod opportunity to tnak~ deln~mdsand proposals \vith
rcspt:ct to any su~j~t.:ror Inattcr not r~lno\'~d by la\v from th~ area of .::ollectiye barg:lining ~\nd
tha( th~ understandings and agreelnenls arrived ai, by the pm1i~s al t~r Ih~ eXen.asc of thm
right ~mdopportunity an~ set forth in th.is .\g.rcemtnt.
~n\ereforc. the En1ploycr Jnd till":'.\ssociation, tor tht: ilk ,_,r ilti~; . \gr,.~.:mcnt. ;;:ach. vnlun.f;lJiJy
~nd uuqu~lifii.;tl1y. w~li\'~ Ih~ rig.ht ~Uld ~a\,;h ~&gTCCS(h~r (he ,,'ih;,;!'~,h~&n,illi h~ utJjigai~lllc) h.,rg.ljn
(,;olledivcl~' \vith fcspec,t to an~" matter or ~tlhjl'C' nor ~pe\:lfiGllly r~t~n'~d In .If ..:overe:.I in rh~s
,'\gr~~nh.:nl. "v~n ih')~lgh su~h :)ub.i~~b ,if in:lii~rs il1~Y n'Jt L~\'\o-;,:,,,..,.;u.'..iUiilJ ih~ ~iu\\-i~dg~ tir
conlemnt~rion f'f t:llh.:r ni' hort! rant...::~ al 1h:1£~iln,-,whc:n Ih.~,' T)::!,!l)tiatcd nr '~i~~nedrhi,;
.
". .
- -
A1Lrio.'~L~a~ni.
1~ \\ lT~<ES~; TlIERE ( )}=-.th~ P:1'1j\:s hereto hiJ\'~ :;~lu~,::d !hj~ .\.g1'I:l',m~nt
ro h~ c.\:~~,ukd 011 lhe daY and \'~ar Jirsl ~lbov~ \\'I;II.:n.
. .
F()R TlIE E~\.fPLO\ ~R FUR 'Trn'~ ,\::;:;C/C'L\ rrCi\~
.
-~ ~ ~~ ~---,..,....
--.,".
1"_."___
r' ".~!"'"~
, I--...____
-
I~I. t'. . .1\.
SC i-11.])l1.E .-\
CLA:;SIFIC A TIO~";
---.------
ElnpJoy~cs shall b~ ~bssifi~d J'~orJillg iO rh~ dUli~s Ih~~' j)\,;rl'.H:a1. Ih~ t011t.>\ving job d~~~riplion~
shall Jpply in Inaking detennin~ltion of proper (h:sig.nations of Em!)lo~'~e Cb~s~icJti()ns.
FUU:.FH i-HTER
..
Th~ qUJiific,uiol1S and dUties oJ lir~JjgIH~rs Sh~1i1he; as p~r ~UIT~"I \ 'Ivii >.enlc~ sp~~itic"llons.
LIE CTE~ .-\~,T
-.-..--
The qu,llili\,;Jlious ,mJ dUli\::d or iiC:l'i~n~HJls~h.;n h~ ~ISp~J' \,;.urrcllt Civil S~n II.:~sp~\,;i.fi\,;.lli()l1~.
FIRE PIGHTER
STARTING
2ND !tEAR 28,034.00
3RD rEAR 28,450.00
4TH ¥EAR 28,867.00
5TH ¥EAR 29,284.00
LIEUTENANT
START 29,765.00
PERMANENT 31,074.00
~'-~u~ u
WAGBS
THB EHPLOrBR AGREES TO A 31 INCREASE EACH OF THE FIRST TWO ~EARS OF THE CONTRACT AND A 21 INCREASE
JUNE 1st OF 1998 FOLLOWED B~ 1% DEC 1st 1998 CULMINATING INTO A 9% INCREASE ~AL FOR THE LIFE OF THIS
THREB ~EAR CONTRACT.
BASE 6/1/96-5/31/97 6/1/97-5/31/98 6/1/98-11/30/98 1211/98":"5/31/99
24,823 to 26,113 25,568 to 26,897
28,875.00 296141
=
00' .
26/079 to 27,435
JO~336..00
26,340 to 27,709
30~639..00
29,303.00
29,733.00
30,182.00
30,625.00
30,786.00
31,237.00
31.,093.00
31,550.00
30,162.00 31,067.00 31,688.00 32,006.00
30,658.00
32.006.00
31,578.00
32,699.00
32,210.00
33,353.00
32,531.00
33,962.00
AT THE STARTING SALAR~ OF 24,823.00 THE FIRE CHIEF HAY HIRE ABOVE THB MINIMUM 24,823.0Q OR GIVB AN
INCREASE ABOVE THE MINIMUM (24,823.00) ANYTIME DURING THE FIRST YEAR. THESE INCREASES HAY BE GIVEN
FOR SCHOOLING, TRAINING, AND PRIOR EXPERIENCE RELATING TO THE JOB. AVAILABILITY OF MANPOWER HAY ALSO
BE USED FOR THE ABOVE INCREASES. THESE DECISIONS WILL BE AT THE DECRETION OF THE CHIEF AND THE
APPROVAL OF THE VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. .
A NEW HIRE HAY NOT GO TO THE 2ND ¥EAR OF THE SCALE UNTIL HE HAS COHPLETED(l) ONE ¥EAR ON THE JOB AS
A FIREMAN AND HAS HIS PERMANENT APPOINTMENT.
-,
....
..
...~\. .r~;»-:; "'.,.
AVEN1JUM SHEET C FOR FIRE FIGHTER CONTRACT JUNE I. 1996 THRUMAV 31. 1999
THE FOLLOWING CHANGES PROPOSED ON THIS HERE ADENDUM SHEET MAKE REFERENCE TO ,
CHANGES IN SCHEDULING FOR THE MEDINA FIRE DEPARTMENT. THESE CHANGES ARE REFLECTIVE
TO 12 HOUR SHIFTS, AGREED BY BOTH THE EMPLOYER AND THE BARGAINING UNIT OF THE
MEDINA PROFESSIONAL FIRE FIGHTERS. '
J. SICK TIME IS AGREED TO BE BASED ON 10 HOURS OF SICK TIME ACRUED EACH MONTH.
2. ,BEREVEMENT TIM~ IS AGREED TO AS THREE DAYS OF 12 HOURS FOR THIS SECTION.
3. SICK PAY BENEFIT FOR NO USE OF SICK TIME WILL BE AS FOLLOWS:
~£Lrq o DAYS USED WILL EQUAL 48 HOURS OF PAY AT STRAIGHT TIME WAGE
1 DAY USED WILL EQUAL 36 HOURS OF PAY AT STRAIGHT TIME WAGE
2 DAYS USED WILL EQUAL 24 HOURS OF PAY AT STRAIGHT TIME WAGE
3 DAYS USED WILL EQUAL 12 HOURS OF PAY AT STRAIGHT' TIME WAGE
4 DAYS USED THERE WILL BE NO PAYMENT
IN THE SAME AS SCHEDULED. (TIME-OFF NOT PERMITTED)
5. PERSONAL LEAVE TIME WILL BE THREE DAYS OF 12 HOURS.
VACATION SCHEDULE WILL BE AS FOLLOWS:
YEAR ##1 = 2 ~S ~c,.,r
YEAR ##5 = 3 ~S 7O,r
YEAR ##10
= 4 ~ %...,,-
'. = 8 HOURS "KELLY" TIME EARNED PER EACH WEEK OF VACATION o '
(
~.()
~~t
, \r
~~
THE EMPLOYER WILL PAY FOR UP TO ANV INCLUDING TWO (2) IN-SERVICE TRAINING
PROGRAMS PER FISCAL YEAR PER EMPLOYEE FROM' A RECOGNIZED INSTITUTION OR
AGENCY. ONE (1) IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM IS MANDATORY FOR ALL PERMANENT
EMPLOYEES~ IN ADDITION TO HIS OR HER REGULAR PAY, EACH FIRE FIGHTER SHALL
RECEIVE A STRAIGHT TIME RATE~ HOURS PAY PER YEAR FOR IN-SERVICE TRAINING.
FIRE FIGHTERS MUST ATTEND THE TRAINING SESSIONS OFFERED UNLESS THEY ARE
N APPROVED SICK LEAVE' OR VACATION 'TO RECEIVE COMPENSATION.
'
ATTENDANCE MUST BE APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT HEAD SO AS NOT TO HINDER
THE NORMAL OPERATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT.
IN APRIL Of J997 EITHER THE EUPLOVER OR THE BARGAINING UNIT MAV REQUEST IN fJlRITING
THIS SECTION MAV BE OPENED UP FOR DISCUSSION AS AGREEDTO ON NAV 3D. 1996.
OURING NEGOTIATING SESSION.
. ,'. {t
QQ{;) jlfAl G-)
'-'~ J!-r J'V'I V-~- ti(,
~-' -- ~ 12.u' I': L':~ /
PERB File Contract Expiration: 5/31/1996 Number of Unit Employees:
--
Date Most Recent Contract Settled: I I
Contract starts: I I Contract Ends: I I
in base
Part N. Wage Adjustments
Percentage change salaries, includinq increment, from last adjustm~nt
Percent of unit
Effective Overall Included Increment Split How Split
Date Chanae Increment Eliaible Increase (Dates & Percentaaes)
I I.
1st yr ~Increment= ~~YesNo0 0 0
I I
2nd yr ~Increment= % % Yes No0
I I,
% Increment= % %3rd yr Yes No
I I
4th yr % Increment= ~% Yes No0
I I
5th yr % Increment= % ~Yes No0
- Please, Turn Over , Complete Reverse Side -
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD CONTRACT ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Part I. General Information
Identification:
33100 1568 VI BC
MEDINA, VILLAGE OF
. AND
CSEA #837 (PUBLIC WORKS UNIT), CSEA/AFSCM
Bargaining unit Description: PUBLIC WORKS EMPLOYEES
J{)
Part II. Hour~ & Other Contra~t Terms
~No. of Hours in a Work Week: 11-0' Retirement Plan (s) :
Part III. Health Insurance Benefits
Respond based upon the plan chosen by the greatest oercentaqe of employees.
Annual Per Capita
Total $ Plan PremiumPremium % Paid bv Emplover
End of Prior
Contract: Indiv. lot) % Fam. 100 % Indiv.$81<J/.ot Fam.$t721.?fI
End of New
Contract: % Indiv.$'CJ5"'f.{f/ Fam.$SJ5f,S~
1/97 7/97
If contribution Rates are "Tiered" or Differ. Exolain:
(use separate sheet, if necessary)
Indiv. % Fam.
Identification: 33100 1568 VI BC PAGE 2
Part V. Salaries
If any titles listed are in this unit, please provide the applicable waqe
If hourly, provide hourly rates and hours worked annually, e.q. $14 (1080
End of Last
Contract
rates
hrs).
1st vr 2nd vr 3rd vr 4th vr 5th vr
ACCT CLERK
START
TOP
20 YEARS
BUS DRIVER
START
TOP
20 YEARS
CORRECT OFF
START
TOP
20 YEARS
CUSTODIAN
START
TOP
20 YEARS
KEYBOARDIST
START
TOP
20 YEARS
LABORER/MEO
START
TOP
20 YEARS
No. of Years to Top:
Part VI. Notice/Consultation
(circle one)
The employee organization has fully participated in the
completion of this surveyor has been provided with copies of
this completed survey and PERB's covering letter.
Note: circling no will invalidate use of this data for public contract analysis
Yes No
Provide any Necessary Explanations & Comments on a Separate Sheet.
Form completed by: .Telephone No.:
Please FAX the completed form to PERB at (518)457-2664,or remit by
NYSPERB, 80 Wolf Road, Albany, N.Y. 12205-2604.
I~\
~"
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AGREEMENT
BETWEEN .
THE VILLAGE OPMEDINA
AND THE
THE VILLAGE OP MEDINA UNIT, LOCAL 837
~
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC.
:,><!...
JUNE 1, 1996 MAY 31, 1999
",
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ARTICLE II
ARTICLE III
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE V
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE VII
ARTICLE VIII
ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE X
ARTICLE XI
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement entered into by the Village of Medina, New York,
hereinafter referred to as the Employer, and the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc., CSEA, hereinafter referred to as the
Union, has as its purpose the promotion of harmonious relations
between the Employer and the Union; the establishment of an
equitable and peaceful procedure for the resolution 01: differences
and the establishment of rates of pay, hours of work Clnd other
conditions of employment.
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION:
The Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive
bargaining agent for the purpose of establishing salaries/wages,
hours, and other conditions of employment for the term of this
Agreement for employees of the Employer as described and
established in the Certificate 61' Order of PERB dated October 25,
1969, and pursuant to the' provisions of the Public Employees Fair
Employment Act, as amended, hereby grants the Union wlchallenged
representation status in the above described bargaining unit until
the 31st day of May, 1999. Supervisory, seasonal and part time
employees are excluded from representation by the Union.
ARTICLE II
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS:
The Union recognizes that all of the functions, rights, powers,
responsibilities, and authority of the Employer in regards to the
operation of its work and business and the direction of its work
force which the Employer has not specifically abridged, deleted,
delegated, granted, or modified by this Agreement are, and,shall
remain exclusively those of the Employer.
Not by way of limitation of the foregoing clause, the Employer
retains the rights, and responsibility, subject always to the
of this Agreement and the Grievance Procedure; to (1) hire,
discharge, transfer, suspend and discipline Employees; (2) to
-1-
terms
,\
ARTICLE II
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS: (continued)
determine the number of men required to be employed, laid off, or
discharged; (3) to determine the qualifications of Employees; (4)
to.,d~termine the starting and quitting time and the number of
reasonable hours to be worked by its Employees; (5) make any and
all reasonable rules and regulations; (6) to determine the work
assignments of its Employees; (7) determine the basis for
selection, retention and promotion of Employees to or for
occupation not within the bargaining unit established by this
Agreement; (8) determine the type of equipment and the sequence of
work processes; (9) determine to take technological alterations by
revising either processes or equipment, or both;- (10) determine
work standards and the quality and quantity of work to be produced;
(11) establish, expand, transfer, and/or consolidate work processes
and facilities; (12) transfer or sub-contract work; (13)
consolidate, merge, or otherwise transfer any or all of its
facilities, property, processes~::'-brwork with or to any other
municipality or entity or responsibility of such property,.
facilities, processes or work; (14) terminate or eliminate all or
any part of its work or facili ties'.
The Union agrees, in recognition of Management's Rights, not to
request the Employer to bargain with respect to the foregoing
during the term of this Agreement except as otherwise specifically
provided for herein, either as to the basic decision or as to the
effect of that decision upon wages, hours and other terms and
conditions of employment.
The Employer and the Union will share the cost of copying of the
contract. The Union will receive 19 copies and the Employer will
receive 6 copies. The copies will be made by the Employer. The
charge per page will be .15 cents.
-2-
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ARTICLE III
ACCESS TO PREMISES:
The Employer agrees to permit representatives of the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc., CSEA, to enter the premises at all
reasonable times, upon notification to the Superintendent or his
designee as may be necessary to observe the working conditions
existing in the operation of the Employer in connection with the
performance of this contract, provided said inspection does not
interfere with the operation of the Employer, or with any of the
work of Employees who may be assigned to duty at the t:ime. A
letter indicating names and titles of Representatives who may
desire access must be furnished by the Union to the Employer.
ARTICLE IV
AID TO OTHER ONIONS:
The Employer agrees there will be no aid, promotion, or financing
of any labor group or organization which purports to engage in
collective bargaining on the part of the Employer or those
designated as his representativ~ or subordinate staff for any
purpose, and the payroll deduction of dues for any such other
organization shall not be permitted.
ARTICLE V
NOTIFICATION OF NEW EMPLOYEES:
The Employer agrees to submit to the Union each six (6) months, a
list of new employees hired, their job classification, home
addresses and whether their employment is on a permanertt,.
provisional, seasonal or temporary basis.
ARTICLE VI
CHECKOFF OF UNION DUES:
(a) All Employees covered by this Agreement shall tender their
membership dues to the Union by signing the authorization for
Payroll Deduction 'of Union Dues Form provided by the Union.
(b) The Employer agrees to deduct Union membership dues in
accordance with the amount certified by.the Union to the' Employer
and to maintain such dues deductions in accordance with the terms
-3-
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ARTICLE VI
CHECKOFF OF UNION DUES: (continued)
and conditions of the form of Authorization for Payroll Deduction'
of Union Dues Form provided by the Union from 'the pay ot all
employees who have executed such authorization for thE! payroll
deduction of union dues and any additional deduction for any
program made available through the Union.
(c) Payroll deduction of Union dues under the properly executed
authQrization for Payroll Deduction of Union Dues Forms shall
become effective at the time the. form is signed by thE! employee and
.
.
shall be deducted 'by the next full pay period and each pay period
thereafter from the pay of the Employee.
(d) The aggregate total of all such deductions shall be remitted
each month to the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 143
Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210 with a list from whom
dues have been deducted on or b~ore the tenth (10th) of every such
month.
(e) AGENCY SHOP
The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., having been
certified as the exclusive representative of employees within the
bargaining unit represented by this agreement shall have deductions
made from the wage or salary of employees of said bargaining unit
who are not members of the Civil Service Employees Association,
Inc., the amount equivalent to the dues levied by the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc. The employer shall make such
deductions and transmi.t the amount so deducted, along with a
listing of such employees to the Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12210.
The Union shall indemnify and hold the Employer harmless against
any and all.claims, suits order of judgments brought or issued
against the Town as a result of the action taken by t.he Employer
under the provisions of this section.
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ARTICLE VII
STEWARD AND GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE:
(a) Employees selected by the Union to act as Union
representatives shall be known as "stewards". The names of
employees selected as stewards and the names of other Union
officers and representatives who may represent employees shall be
certified, in writing, to the Employer by the Local Union, and the
individuals so specifi'ed shall constitute the Union Grievance
Committee.
(b) Grievance Committee meetings with the Employer on first step
grievances shall be held during working hours, on the Employer's
premises and without loss of time or pay.
(c) There shall be at least one (1) steward and one (1) alterna~e
steward. This shall not be construed to limit the Union's right to
select the number of stewards required to represent properly the
employees in the bargaining unit.
.:
'
.
ARTICLE VIII
SPBCZAL CONFBRENCBS:
(a) Special conferences for important matters will be arranged
between the Unit President and the Employer or its designated
representative upon the request of either party. Such meetings
shall be between two (2) representatives of the Emplo:yer, at least
one (1) of whom shall be a member of the Village Board of Trustees,
and two (2) representatives of the Union. Arrangements for such
special conferences shall be made at least one (1) day in advance
and an agenda of the matter to be taken up at the meeting shall be
presented at the time-the conference is requested. Matters taken
up in special conferences shall be held at reasonable hours as
agreed upon by the Employer and Union
Representatives. The members of the Union shall not lose time or
pay for time spent in such special conferences if held during
normal working hours. This meeting may be attended by a field
representative of the,Civil Service Employees Association.
-5-
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ARTICLE VIII
SPECIAL CONFERENCES (continued)
(b) The Union Representatives may meet at a place designated by
the Employer on the Employer's property immediately preceding a
conference to confer with Union Representatives.
ARTICLE IX
SBTTLEMENT OF DXSPUTES:
Any grievance or dispute which may arise between the parties
including the app~ication, meaning or interpretation of this
Agreement, shall be settled in the-following manner:
STEP 1: The Union Steward or other authorized repref&entative of
the Union, with or without the employee, shall take up the
grievance or dispute with the employee's immediate supervisor
within five (5) work days of its occurrence; if at any time the
steward or other authorized representative of the Union is unaware
of the grievance, he shall take -'ftup within' five (5) days of his
knowledge of its occurrence, in any case the grievancE~ shall be
initiated within thirty (30) days of its occurrence. The
supervisor shall then attempt to adjust the matter and shall
respond to the steward within ten (10) work days.
STEP 2: If the grievance still remains unadjusted, it shall be
presented by the Union President and/or his authorized
representative to the Village Grievance Committee, in writing,
within five (5) work days after the response of the Department Head
is due. The Village Grievance Committee shall schedule a meeting
within ten (10)_ work days after receipt of the grievance with the'
Union Grievance Committee. The Village Grievance Committee shall
within five (5) work days of such meeting, set forth an answer in
writing to the local Union President, with copies of each to the
Union Grievance Committee.
-6-
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ARTICLE IX
SETTLEMENT OP DISPUTES: (continued)
STEP 3: If the grievance is still unsettled, either party may
within fifteen (15) days after the reply of the VillaHe Grievance
Committee is due, by written notice to the other, request
arbitration.
Section 2: Arbitration Procedure
(a) .The arbitration proceedings shall be conducted by an
arbitrator to be selected by the Employer and the Union within
seven (7) days after notice has been given. The New York State
Public Employment Relations Board shall be requested by either or
both parties to provide a panel of impartial .~rbitrators from which
both the Employer and the Union shall make a selection in
accordance with the 'Board's rules of procedure.
(b) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on
.,-~.
the parties, and the arbitrator shall be reqUested to issue his
decision within thirty (30) days after the conclusion of testimony
and argument.
(c) No Arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance
procedure shall have any power to amend, modify or delete any
provisions of this Agreement.
Cd) E~penses for the arbitrator's services and the proceedings
shall be borne equally by the Employer and the. Union. The expense
of the arbi,tration proceedings shall be shared equally by the
Employer and the Union. If either party desires a verbatim record
of the proceedings, it may cause such a record to be made providing
it pays for the record and makes copies available without charge to
the other party and to the arbitrator.
Section 3: Matter Relevant to Grievance Procedure -
(a) The time limits in the grievance procedure. may be extended by
-7-
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ARTICLE IX
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES: (continued)
mutual agreement in writing unless extended by mutual agreement in
writing, the failure to observe the time limits herein shall
constitute abandonment of the grievance and settlement on the basis
of the last answer.
(b) Any step of the grievance procedure may be bypassed by mutual
agreement, in writing.
(c) In any case of a group, policy or organization type grievance,
the grievance may be submitted directly to the Deparbnent Head's
office by the Union representative.
ARTICLE X
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS:
Section 1: Lockouts --''7'
No lockout of employees shall be instituted by 'the Employer during
the term of this Agreement.
Section 2: Strikes
It is recognized that the need for continued and uninterrupted
operation of the Village departments and agencies is of paramount
importance to the citizens of the community and that. .there should
be no interference with such operation.
Adequate procedures having been provided for the equitable
settlement of grievances arising out of this Agreement, parties
hereto agree that there will not be and that the Union, its
officers, members, agents, or principals will not engage in,
encourage, sanction, or suggest, strikes, slowdowns, lockouts, mass
resignations, mass absenteeism, or other similar action which would
involve suspension of or interference with normal work performance.
-8-
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ARTICLE XI
WORK RULES:
(a) The Employer shall have the right to make such reasonable
direction, rules and regulations as may be deemed necessary by the
Employer for the conduct and management of the affairs of the
Employer.
(b) Employees shall comply with all existing rules that are not in
conflict with the terms of this Agreement, provided the rules are
uniformly applied and uniformly enforced.
(c) An unresolved complaint as to the reasonableness of any new or
existing rule, or any complaint involving discrimination in the
application of new or existing rules shall be resolved through the
grievance procedure.
ARTICLE XII
Section 1: Discharge and Discipline
~
.
(a) The Employer agrees promptly upon the discharge or discipline
of any Employee to notify in writing the Steward in the Department
of the discharge or discipline.
(b) The discharged or disciplined Employee wil'l be allowed to
discuss his discharge or discipline with the Steward of the
Department and the Employer will make available an area where he
may do so before he is required to leave the property' of the
Employer. Upon request, the Employer or his designat.ed'
'Representative will discuss the discharge or discipline with the
Employee and the Steward.
(c) Should the discharged or disciplined Employee or the Steward
consider the discharge to be improper, a complaint shall be
presented in writing through the Steward to the Employer within
five (5) regularly scheduled working days of the discharge or
discipline. The Employer will review the discharge or discipline
and give its answer within five (5) regularly scheduled working
days after receiving the complaint. If the decision is not
satisfactory to the Union, the matter shall be referred to the
Grievance Procedure.
-9-
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ARTICLE XII
Section 1: Discharge and Discipline - (continued)
(d) In imposing discipline on a current charge other than charges
of drinking and accidents caused through the operation, of the
Employer's vehicle, the Employer will not take into consideration
any prior infractions which occurred more than one (1) year
previously.
(e) Grounds for discharge shall include, but not be limited to
drunkenness on the job, dishonesty, careless use or abuse of
Village property, insubordination, negligence in the performance of
duties.
(f) No employee can be suspended without payor discharged from.
service, pending the outcome of the Grievance and Arbi.tration
Procedure for'more than 60 calendar days.
Section 2: Disputes as to Disci~iine and Discharge
When the Employer feels there is just cause for a disciplinary or
discharge action to be taken against an Employee, the action may be
processed by the Union as a grievance matter at the 3rd Step of the
Grievance Procedure within ten (10) work days of' recei.pt of such
notification and the matter shall be handled in accordance with
this procedure through the arbitration step, if deemed necessary by
the Union.
Section 3: Reinstatement
If, in any case where an Employee has been suspended pending the
outcome of an arbitration proceeding, an "arbitrator finds that such
suspension or discharge was unjust or that the penalty was too
severe, then the employee shall be reinstated and afforded all
conditions of employment as may be determined by the arbitrator.
-10-
ARTICLE XIII
SENIORITY:
Section 1: Probationary Employees
(a) All new employees hired shall be considered as pJ~obationary
employees for the first one hundred eighty (180) days of their
employment. When an employee completes the probationary period, he
shall be entered on the seniority list retroactive to his date of
hire. There shall be no seniority among probationary employees..
(b) The Union shall represent Probationary Employees for the
purpose of collective bargaining in respect 'to rates of pay, wages,
hours of employment, and other conditions of employment, except as
set fo~th in paragraph (c) below.
(c) Probationary Employees may be dismissed at any time, prior to
their accumulating one hundred eighty (180) days worked. If the
Superintendent has not discharged a probationary empl()yee prior to
his accumulating one hundred eighty (180) days worked, the employee
"~-4'"
will be considered permanent.
Section 2: Seniority
(a) Seniority shall not be affected by the race, sex, marital
status or dependents of the employee.
(b) Seniority shall be determined within the bargaining unit in
accordance with the employee's last date of hire.
(c) The Seniority List on the date of this Agreement will show the
name, job classification, and date of hire of each employee
entitled to seniority.
(d) The Employer will keep the seniority list up to date at all
times and will provide the Local Union Secretary with up-to-date
copies when requested.
(e) A current Seniority list will be posted on the Union Bulletin
Board. If the list is not challenged within three (3) working days
of posting, said list will be considered accurate and final.
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ARTICLE XIII
SENIORITY: (continued)
(f) Personnel in the following five (5) job classifications may,
in the event of a layoff be continued at work regardless of their
position on the Seniority list; Cemetery Foreman, Motor Mechanic,
Sewage Plant 'Operators, and Water Meter Reader and Repairman.
Section 3: Loss of Seniority
In all cases when an Employee's Seniority has been lost, written
notice shall be sent by the Employer to the Employee's last known
address. The Union shall also be notified.
An employee shall lose his seniority for the following reasons:
(a) He quits.
(b) He is discharged and discharge is not reversed.
(c) He is absent for two (2) consecutive days without
notifying the employer, unless enforceable circumstances
.'~prevent this. After such absence, 'the Employer will
send written notification to the Employee at his last
known address that he has lost his seniority and his
employment has been terminated.
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
If he does not return to work when recalled from layoff
as set forth in the recall procedure.
Return from sick leave and leaves of absence will be
trea ted the same as (c) above.,
He retires.
He accepts work while on leave of absence.
If he overstays a leave of absence without the Employer's
permission.
If he gi,ves a false reason for obtaining leave of
absence.
The employee shall have access to the grievance procedure
under the enforcement of this provision.
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ARTICLE XIII
SENIORITY: (continued)
Section 4: Lay Off
(a) The word "lay-off" means a reduction in the working force due
to a decrease of work.
(b) When such action takes place it shall be accomplished by
laying off temporary and probationary employees first. Should it
be necessary to further reduce the work force, then regular
employees shall be laid off in the inverse order of seniority.
Employees in the following group (M.E.O., Heavy: MEO, Light:
Laborer) will be laid off according to total department seniority.
In proper cases exceptions may be made. Disposition of these cases
will be a proper matter for a special conference and if not
resolved, it shall then be subject to the Grievance Procedure.
(c) When an employee is laid off due to a reduction in the work
force, he shall be permitted to~xercise his. seniority right to
bump, or replace an employee with less seniority. Such employee
may, if he so desires, bump an employee in an equal or lower job
classification provided the bumping employee has great:er seniority
than the employee when he bumps.
Section 5: Seniority of Steward, President, Vice PreElident
Notwithstanding his position on the Seniority List, the Steward,
President and Vice President shall in the event of a layoff of any
type, be continued at work as long as there is a job within the
unit which he is capable of performing, and shall be recalled to
work in the event of a layoff, on a first open job wi1:hin the unit
which he is capable of performing.
Section 6: Demotion
(a) The term demotion, as used in this provision means the
reassignment, not requested by the employee, of an employee from a
position in one job classification to a lower paying position in
-13-
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ARTICLE XIII
SENIORITY: (continued)
the same job classification or in another job classification.
(b) Demotions shall be made only to avoid laying off employees.
In any case involving demotion, the employee involved shall have
the right to elect which alternative he will take, the demotion or
the layoff.
(c) No demotion shall be made for disciplinary reasons.
ARTICLE XI,V
SHIFT PREFERENCE:
Shift preference will be granted on the basis of seni()rity. The
transfer to the desired shift will be effective within two (2)
weeks following the end of the current pay period within which the
written request was made.
ARTICLE XV
PROMOTION:
~
(a) Promotion of a higher job classification shall b~~according to .
seniority and ability. Should occasion arise wherein the Employer
should seek to promote a qualified employee who has l~~ss seniority
than some other qualified employee, the matter shall be referred to
the representative of the Union and the Employer, to be settled as
a grievance under Article IX on Grievance Procedures. It shall be
the policy of the Employer to promote to supervisory positions in
so far as possible from the ranks of Employees.
Employees promoted pursuant to this Article shall serve a
probationary period as determined by the Orleans County Civil
Servi~e Rules and Regulations.
(b) Employees required to work in a higher classification for four
(4) or more hours 'in a working day, shall be paid the rate of the
higher classification for all work performed that day. Employees
so assigned shall not be rotated to avoid payment of a higher
classification rate. This provision shall not apply during a
reasonable training period.
-14-
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ARTICLE XVI
RECALL PROCEDURE:
When the working force is increased after a layoff, &nployees will
be recalled according to seniority, as defined in Article XIII.
Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee at his last known
address by registered or certified mail. If an employee fails to
report for work within five (5) calendar days from the date of
mailing of notice of recall, he shall be considered a quit, thereby
losing all seniority and recall rights. Recal~ rights shall be in
accord with the New York Civil. Service Law. Written notice of
expiration of recall rights shall be sent to the Emplc)yee at his
last known address by registered or certified mail.
Th Union shall likewise be notified.
ARTICLE XVII
FILLING OF VACANCIES:
(a) Whenever an opportunity for promotion occurs or a job opening
occurs in other than a temporary~situation in any existing job
classification, or as the result of the development or
establishment of a new job classification, a notice of such
openings shall be posted on all bulletin boards, stating the job
classification, rate of pay, and the nature of the job requirements
in order to qualify. Such posting shall be for a period of five
(5) work days.
(b) During this period, employees who wish to apply for the open
position, including employees on layoff, may do so.
'.rhe
application shall. be in writing and it shall be submitted to the
employee's immediate supervisor.
(c) The Employer shall fill such job openings or vacancies from
among those employees who have applied, who meet the standards of
the job requirements, except that if there is more than one (1)
employee who is qualified for the job, then such position shall be
filled by selecting from among those qualified, the employee with
the greatest seniority.
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ARTICLE XVII
PILLING OF VACANCIES (continued)
(d) A notice listing those employees who have applied for the
position and the employee or employees selected for the position
shall be posted by the Employer on all bulletin boards within
fourteen (14) days from bid closing and be posted for a period of
at least five (5) work days.
(e) Any employee selected in accordance with the procedure set
forth above shall undergo a training period of a miniD\um of thirty
(30) days, which may be lengthened by. mutual agreement: between the
Union and the Employer, if it is found that such employee does not
meet the requirements or responsibilities of the posit:ion to which
he has been selected during the trial period, then suc:h employee
shall be restored to his former position.
(f) The Union shall be notified by the Employer in writing
immediately upon any job vacanc~s occurring" by reason of
resignation, retirement, or "just cause" discharge. The Employer
also. shall notify the Union of all new hires, their nc~es and job
titles, within fifteen (15) days of.their hiring.
ARTICLE XVIII
REINSTATEMENT OF VETERANS LAW:
The re-employment rights .of employees. and probationary employees
who become members of the active armed services will be governed by
applicable laws and regulations.
A'probationary employee who enters the Armed Forces must complete
his probationary period, and upon completing it, will have
.seniority equal to the time he spent in the Armed Forces.
ARTICLE XIX
LEAVE OF ABSENCE:
(a) Employees who are in any branch of the Armed Forces Reserve
and/or National Guard will be paid a maximum of two (2) we~ks pay
-16-
1. Illness (physical or mental); one (1) year.
2 . Prolonged illness in immediate family (spouse, children,
step-children or wards): one (1) year.
3 . Service in any elected position of the Union: One (1)
ARTICLE XIX
LEAVE OF ABSENCE (continued)
when they are engaged in normal Reserve Training periods, provided
that proof of service is submitted. If required to serve more than
two (2) weeks, the employer shall grant the employee any additional
time required with loss of payor shall allow the employee to use
vacation time.
(b) Leave of absence for reasonable periods as defined below may
be granted without loss of Seniority for:
year. Such leave may be extended for like causes with
approval of the Village Board of Trustees.
~
(c) Eligibility Requirements - Employees shall be eligible for
leave of absence after twelve (12) months service with the
Employer.
(d) Application for Leave - Any request for a leave of absence
shall be submitted in writing by the employee to his immediate
supervisor. The request shall state the reason the leave of
absence is being requested and the appropriate length of time off
the employee desires.
(e) Authorization for a leave of absence shall be furnished to the
employee by his immediate supervisor, and it shall be in writing.
(f) Any request for a leave of absence shall be answered promptly.
Requests for immediate leaves because of special urgency shall be
answered before the end of the shift on which the request is
submitted.
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ARTICLE XIX
LEAVE OF,ABSENCB (continued)
(g) A request for a short leave of absence, not exceeding one (1)
month, shall be answered within five (5) days. A request for a
leave of absence exceeding one (1) month shall be answered within
ten (10) days.
(h) In addition to accruing seniority while on any leave of
absence granted under the provisions of this Agreement, employees
shall be returned to the position they held at the time the leave
was requested.
Section 2: Jury Duty
An employee who serves on Jury Duty shall be paid his or her'
regular pay. No payment will be made by the Vilage if the employee
volunteers for Jury Duty.
Section 3: Unpaid Leaves "'~""3.
(a) Reasonable purpose - Leaves 'of absence'without pay and not to
exceed six (6) months,' may b~ granted for any reasonable purpose,
and such leaves may be extended or renewed for any reasonable
period.
(b) Union Business - Employees elected to any Union office or
selected by the union to do work which takes them from their
employment with the Employer shall at the written request,' of the
Union, be granted a leave of absence. The leave of absence shall
not exceed one (1) year, but it may be renewed or extended for a
similar period at any time upon request of the Union.
(c) Employment Opportunities - Employees shall be granted a leave
of absence without pay to enable such employee to serve
temporarily, provisionally, for trial periods, or for periods
necessary to qualify for permanent appointment to a competitive
class, or another position of a higher class that requires such
conditions to be met; or where an employee is offered a job on a
permanent transfer, as long as said employment is with any agency
of the Employer.
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ARTICLE XIX
LEAVE OF ABSENCE (continued)
Section 4: Sick Leave -
Sick Leave with regular pay shall be
probationary and permanent employees
of one and one-quarter (1 1/4) days
hundred and twenty-five days (225).
granted to all full time
and shall accrue at the rate
per month to a maximum of two
No more than two hundred and twenty-five (225) working days fully
paid. compensation will be paid to an Employee in any fiscal year.
The Employer agrees to pay to each Employee, if eligible, a bonus
for unused sick leave days during the fiscal year. at the following
rate:
Employees who use four (4) days or less shall receive a one (1) day
.............
salary bonus, three days or less: a two day salary bonus, two days
or less, a three day salary bonus, one day or less a four day
I
.
I
salarY bonus. An employee who does not use any sick leave during
the fiscal year shall receive a five day salary bonus, payable
after May 31st and payment will be made at the employee's rate of
.pay for the immediate prior fiscal year.
Each Employee shall be granted five (5) hours in total for each
year of this contract in order to visit doctors or dentists without
a loss in pay for such time used. The Department Head may at his
discretion request verification of visit.
Each employee covered by the contract will be allowed sixteen (16)
hours during the period of the contract for personal leave to.be
used at the employee's discretion. The leave may not: be less than
two (2) hours. Twenty-four (24) hours advance notice must be
given.
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ARTICLE XIX (continued)
Section 5: Absence Due to Injury and Workmen's Compensation
(a) The Employer shall provide coverage for all employees covered
by this Agreement under the Workmen's Compensation Law of New York
State Employer's Law.
(b) Employees who are unable to perform the duties of their
employment because of injuries received in the service of the
Employer, and who receive Workmen's Compensation benefits, shall
receive a ~upplemental sum equal to the difference between the
employees' regular straight time daily or weekly rate of pay and
their compensation benefits, but such supplemental sum shall not be
deducted from sick leave credits or accrued vacation leave.
'.
Section 6: Funeral Leave
An e~ployee who has a death in the immediate family (parent, grand-
parents, spouse's grandparents, spouse, brother, sister, child,
grandchild, spouse's parents, biather and sister-in-Iaws, daughter
and son~in-laws), shall be granted bereavement pay of three (3)
consecutive r~gularly scheduled work days off at straight time pay.
ATh employee whose regular schedule includes Saturday and Sunday
shall be granted one (1) additional day, if needed, to attend the
funeral if such funeral is scheduled for Monday. If t:he death
occurs prior to the Employee's shift, that day will bE~ counted. If
the death occurs after the emp~oyee reports to work, that day will
not be counted as one of the three (3) days. Should the death
. .
occur during an employee's vacation, the three (3) vaGation days
will be rescheduled.
An employee may elect to save one (1) of their bereavement pay days
for up to nine (9) months, to be used for the attendance at a
funeral or memorial service or for legal matters involving the
death of a member of the immediate family.
Th~ employee's decision to save a bereavement pay day must be made
within forty-eight (48) hours of the death of the member of the
employee's immediate family. The notification must be made known
to the employee's immediate supervisor.
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ARTICLE XX
REST PERIODS
Employees shall have a fifteen (15) minute "rest period" in the
A.M. and also a fifteen (15) minute "rest period" in the P.M. or
the first half and the second half of their regular shift,
whichever may apply.
ARTICLE XXI
GENERAL PROVISIONS:
Section 1: P1edge Against Discrimination and Coercion
(a) The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied equally to
all employees in the bargaining unit without discrimination as to
age, sex, marital status, race, color religion, national origin, or
political affiliation. The Employer and the Union agree not to
discriminate against employees on account of association. membership
or non-membership or lawful association activity. The Union shall
share equally with the Employer the responsibility for applying
this provision of the Agreement:::;;'~
(b) All references to employees in this Agreement designate both
sexes, and wherever the male gender is used, it shall be construed
to include female employees.
(c) The Employer agrees not to interfere with the rights' of
employees to become members of the Union, and there may be. no
discrimination, interference, restraint, or coercion by the
Employer representative against any employee because of any lawful
employee activity in any official capacity on behalf of the Union,
or for any other cause.
(d) The Union recognizes its responsibility as bargaining agent
and agrees to represent all employees in the bargaining unit
without discrimination, interference, restraint or coercion.
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ARTICLE XXII
JOINT SAFETY COMMITTEE:
The Employer and the Union agree jointlY to establish a Safety
Committee consisting of an equal number of Employer and Union
representatives, the number of members to be agreed upon. This
committee will advise management of all safety activities. The
Joint Safety Committee shall:
(a) Make immediate and detailed investigations of each
accident to determine' fundamental causes;
(b) develop data to indicate accident sources and injury
rates;
(c) make inspections to detect hazardous physical conditions
or unsafe work methods and recommend changes or additions
to protective equipment or devices for the elimination of
hazards;
(d) promote safety for workers, and participate in making the
safety program known to all workers;
conduct meetings durin~' working pours without loss of pay
for the sole purpose of discussing accident prevention
and developing suitable corrective measures.
(e)
ARTICLE XXIII
FULL WORK CREWS:
SNOW REMOVAL - Snow plows and Sno-go's shall be operated with no
less than one (1) operator and one (1) assistant.
ARTICLE XXIV
DISABLED EMPLOYEES:
The Employe~ shall make every effort to place ~mployees who,
through physical sensitivity or otherwise, become partially
disabled on their present jobs, on work which they are able to
perform.
ARTICLE XXV
PERSONNEL PRACTICES:
A membership application and payroll deduction authorization form
provided by the Union shall be given to each new employee as they
are hired by the Employer.
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ARTICLE XXVI
SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES:
Foremen and other supervisory employees not in the bargaining unit
shall not engage in work properly belonging or assigned to other
employees in the bargaining unit, except in cases where an
emergency exists and no qualified person is available.
ARTICLE XXVII
CLEAN UP TIME:
Employees shall be granted a five (5) minute personal clean up
period prior to the end of each work shift.
ARTICLE XXVIII
WORK REPORTS:
In the event of a transportation breakdown, acts of G()d, strikes
and similar occurrences, an .employee's failure to report for work
will be excused.
ARTICLE XXIX
SAVINGS CLAUSE:
.:,:..:...
. .
Should any Article, Section or portion thereof, of this Agreement
be held unlawful and unenforceable by a court of COmpE!tent
jurisdiction such decision of the court shall only apply to the
specific Article, Section or portion thereof, directly specified in
the. decision; upon the issuance of such a decision, the parties
agree immediately to negotiate a substitute for the invalidated
Article, Section or portion thereof. The Employer should.be
allowed a reasonable time to prepare for negotiations on any clause
which may be voided by the courts.
ARTICLE XXX
EMBODIMENT OF AGREEMENT:
This document constitutes the sole and complete agreement between
the parties, and embodies all the terms and conditions governing
the employment of employees in the unit. The parties acknowledge
that they have had the opportunity to present and discuss proposals
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ARTICLE XXX
EMBODIMENT OF AGREEMENT (continued)
on any subject which is (or may be) subject to collective
bargaining. Any prior commitment or agreement between the Employer
and the Union or any individual employee covered by this Agreement
is hereby superseded.
ARTICLE XXXI
STATUTORY PROVISION:
It is understood by and between the parties that any provision o~
this Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its
implementation any amendment of law or by providing the additional
funds therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate
legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE XXXII
HOLIDAYS:
~~~~
(a) The following days shall be holidays for 'which an Employee
regularly scheduled to work on that day shall receive time off and
pay at his then current rate and hours. All Employees shall
forfeit the right to receive a paid holiday unless they work their
regularly scheduled work day immediately preceding same and
subsequent to same except if their absence therefrom is on account
of an entitled vacation, sick leave, or death in the immediate
family as herein defined:
1. New Year's Day
2. July Fourth
5. .Labor Day
6. Veteran's_Day
9. Thanksgiving Day
10. Friday after
Thanksgiving Day
3. Columbus Day
4. Good Friday
7. Memorial Day
8. Washington's Birthday
11. Christmas
(b) In addition to the state~ holidays, Village Employees may be
granted other paid holidays when offices are closed due to the
requirements of State Statutes or Proclamation 'by the Governor or
the President of the United States.
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ARTICLE XXXII
HOLIDAYS: (continued)
(c) Holiday Pay - Eligible employees who perform no work on a
holiday shall be paid one (1) day's pay for each of the holidays
listed on which they perform no work.
(d) Employees who work on a holiday shall receive their regular
compensation for the hours worked plus time and one half providing
the hours worked or paid for during that Holiday week equals forty
(40) hours or more.
ARTICLE XXXIII
PAY ADVANCE:
(a) If a regular pay day falls during an Employee's vacation, he
must make a request for his check at least one (1) week before
leaving, to receive that check in advance.
(b) Rate during Vacation - Emplbyees will be paid thf!ir current
rate based on their regular scheduled pay while on va<:ation and
will receive credit for any benefits provided for in this
Agreement.
(c)' It is agreed that in the event an Employee's services are
terminated, all vacation and holiday pay due him at the time of
termination will be included in the Employee's final paycheck.
ARTICLE XXXIV
VACATIONS:
Section 1: Choice of Va~ation Period
(a) vacation may be granted at the time requested by the employee.
If the nature of the work makes it necessary to limit the number of
employees on vacation at the same time, the employee ,~ith the
greater seniority shall be given. his choice of vacation period in
the event of any conflict over vacation period.
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ARTICLE XXXIV
VACATIONS (continued)
(b) vacation periods shall be taken each year. Employees who do
not request a vacation period prior to the end of the ninth (9th)
month following the year in which the vacation was earned shall be
scheduled for a vacation by the Employer. The vacatic)n shall be
scheduled within the three (3) months remaining in the year.
Section 2: HOliday During Vacation Periods
If the holiday occurs during the calendar week in whic:h a vacation
is taken by an employee, the employee's vacation peric)d shall be
extended one (1) additional day.
Section 3: Vacation Rights in Case of Layoff or Separation
(a) Any employee who is laid off, discharged, retired, or
separated from the service of the Employer for any reason, prior to
taking his vacation, shall be compensated in cash for the unused
vacation he has accumulated at the time of separation.
(b) In case of the death of such an employee, such payment shall
be made to his estate.
Section 4: Vacation
A vacation of ten (10) working days shall be earned by an employee
after the first twelve (12) months of service. An additional five
(5) working days of vacation shall be earned upon completion of
five (5) years of service for a total of fifteen (15) working days
of vacation. An additional five (5) working days vacation shall be
earned upon completion of .ten (10) years of service for a total of
twenty (20) working days vacation. One (1) additional day per year
of vacation shall be earned upon completion of twenty (20) years
service for a maximum of twenty five (25) days. No employee may
take a vacation of more than ten (10) consecutive working days at
one time, except that longer earned vacation may be approved by the
Superintendent of Public Works.
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ARTICLE XXXIV
VACATIONS (continued)
vacation schedules shall be. determined by the Superintendent in
accordance with Departmental requirements. Vacations shall be
taken during the fiscal year earned unless other arrangements are
approved by the Superintendent.
ARTICLE XXXV
UNION BULLETIN BOARD:
The Employer will provide bulletin boards in the Department of
Public Works Building, which may be used by the Union :for posting
notices.
A copy shall be furnished upon posting to the Village Clerk.
There shall be nothing of a defamatory or offensive nature posted.
ARTICLE XXXVI
TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS:
.:;x:.
Temporary assignments to a higher classification involving higher
pay for the purpose of filling vacancies of Employees who are on
vacation, absent because of illness, etc., must be granted to the
senior employee in the Department who meets the requirements for
such job. Such employees will receive the rate of pay of the
higher classification for all hours worked while filling such
vacancy if they fill such vacancy for four (4) hours or longer.
ARTICLE XXXVII
Section 1: _HOSPITALIZATION AND MEDICAL BENEFITS -
The Employer agrees to continue to pay the full premium of the
program known as A+/B+ Choice Blue I Community Blue I/Advantage,
with BR3 Extended Medical Care, B13 Nurshing Home/SNF, B14 Mental
Health, B41 Inaptient Alcohol and Drug Rehab, Out of Network $100
deductible and $1.00 Drug Copay with contraceptives in network, out
of netowrk $3.00 with contraceptives.
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ARTICLE XXXVII
Section 1: HOSPITALIZATION AND MEDICAL BENEFITS (continued)
The hospitalization and medical provisions of this agreement shall
be available for all employees covered by this agreement who have
completed thirty (30) days of employment with the Employer.
Section l(b): Dental and Vision - Dental coverage will be
provided through the CSEA Employee Benefit Funa Horizon Dental
Program (Composite).
Vision Coverage will be provided through the Blue Cross Blue Shield
of WNY Vision program.
If the bargaining unit elects to participate in the Dental and
Vision programs, they will pay no more than forty-five dollars and
twenty-eight cents ($45.28) per month toward the premiums for them.
The Dental and Vision provision~~of this agreement shall be
available for all employees covered by this agreement who have
completed thirty (30) days of employemnt with the Employer.
Section 2: TERMINATION OF HEALTHCARB BENEFITS -
Voluntarily retiring Employees are permitted to remain in the group
plan at their own expense and that unused sick leave, to the
maximum of
retirement.
210 days, may be converted to health insurance upon
The dollar value of the unused sick leave so. converted
shall be at the rate of 1/260th of the annual rate of pay excluding
over-time at the time of retirement. This option may become
automatic or postponed with 90 days written notice to the Village
Clerk. If postponed, the credit balance will be carried until such
time as the retired Employee elects to start, or the Employee
expires, with the written notice given to the Village Clerk 90 days
before the 'coverage is-to commence.
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ARTICLE XXVII
Section 3: Health Insurance Buy Out - (continued)
If an Employee elects not to participate in the Health Care
Coverage Plan provided by the Village (due to duplicat:e coverage).,
the Village will pay:
$1,200.00 for Family Coverage
$ 600.00 for Single Coverage
to said employee at the end of the fiscal year, June 1st, or as
soon as possible.
Decision has to be made by May 15th of that year that the policy is
not needed.
ARTICLE XXXVIII
WAGES AND CLASSIFICATIONS:
1) Effective June 1, 1996, each employee's hourly rate in effect
on May 31, 1996 shall be increased by three (3%) per cent.
.::.-;..
2) Effective June 1, 1997, each. employee's hourly rate in effect
on May 31, 1997 shall be increased by three (3%).per cent.
3) Effective June 1, 1998, each employee's hourly rate in effect
on May 31, 1998 shall be increased by three (3%) per cent.
4) Employees shall be compensated in accordance with the wage
schedules attached to this agreement and marked as Appendix A.
ARTICLE XXXIX
OVERTIME AND EQUALIZATION OF OVERTIME HOURS:
(a) Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one half for all
hours worked or paid for over forty (40) hours per week.
(b) Overtime hours shall be divided as equally as possible among
Employees in the same classification. An up-to-date list, showing
overtime hours charged, will be posted.
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ARTICLE XXXIX
OVERTIME AND EQUALIZATION OF OVERTIME HOURS: (continued)
(c) If an Employee is notified to work overtime but does not work
because he is not available or because he chooses not to work, he
will be charged the average number of overtime hours of the
Employees in the classification during the' call-out pE~riod.
(d) Any Employee called for duty in addition to his regular
working hours shall be guaranteed'not less than three (3) hours
pay, regardless of the length of time required to accomplish the
job for which he was called out.
(e) An Employee may receive compensatory time off at the rate of
time and one half for all hours worked over forty (40) in a week
if requested by the employee and approved by the Department Head.
ARTICLE XL
HOURS OF WORK:
,
'~;'
(a) The normal work week schedule shall be forty (40) hours, that
is five (5) consecutive days of eight (8) hours each.
(b) Consecutive hours of work shall constitute a work shift. All
employees shall be scheduled to work on a regular work shift; and
each work shift' shall have a regular starting and quitting time,
except as may be otherwise stated within this Agreement.
(c) Regular Work Week - Forty (40) Hours
The regular day shift begins at 7:00 a.m. unless there is a
specific work project (ex. blacktopping) that requires an earlier
start time. The Superintendent will give as much notice as
possible but no later than the end of the previous work shift.
This section will not be used to avoid early call~ins for snow and
ice removal to avoid other call outs or overtime.
(d) During winter months 'when Village employees are called out for
snow removal, Village will pick up "tab" for breakfast if called
out before four (4:00) a.m. - $3.25 limit.
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June 1, 1996. , longevity payments will be made as follows:
4 to 9 years $350.00 dollars
10 to 13 years $500.00 dollars
14 to 17 years $600.00 dollars
18 years and over, $625.00 dollars plus $25 dollars for
ARTICLE XL
HOURS OF WORK: .(continued)
(e) Work schedules showing the employee's, shifts, workdays, and
hours shall be posted on all department bulletin boards at all
times.
ARTICLE XLI
LUNCH PERIOD:
All employees covered by this Agreement shall have a lunch period
of at least one (1) hour.
ARTICLE XLII'
PAY PERIOD:
The salaries and wages of employees shall be paid on the same day
every week, being available during the lunch period. In the event
this day is a holiday, the preceding day shall be the pay day, also
available during the lunch period. If the pay day. falls on their
regular day off, such employees'~hall be paid on the last work day
of their regular work week.
ARTICLE XLIII
LONGEVITY SERVICE PAY:
Effective
each year of service over 18 years.
ARTICLE XLIV
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES:
When necessary, temporary Employees may be hired for a period not
to exceed ninety (90) days.
Temporary Employees shall not be entitled to receive fringe
benefits or seniority_
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ARTICLE XLV
SEASONAL EMPLOYEES:
Seasonal employment shall be defined as Employees required to
assist in Village supported recreational programs and facilities
where tenure is for a specific period of time and season. These
employees shall be discharged upon the completion of the seasonal
program, and during their terms of employment shall receive no
fringe benefits, acquire no seniority, and replace no permanent
Employee.
Seasonal Employees shall not be members of the Unit.
ARTICLE XLVI
SAFETY EQUIPMENT:
Safety equipment, including safety glasses (prescripti.on ground if
necessary), shall be furnished by the Employer to those Employees
whose work requires said safety equipment.
.::::~
ARTICLE XLVII
RAIN GEAR AND WORK CLOTHING-CLOTHING ALLOWANCE
Each employee will furnish his own work clothes, to include
necessary rain gear boots, shoes and any other special clothing
needed. The Employer will supply, clean and maintain eleven (II)
sets of uniforms for the Sewer Treatment Plant employees and
Automotive Mechanic Frank McAdoo. These employees will receive the
fOllowing clothing allowance for work shoes and jackets:
6/1/96
6/1/97
6/1/98
$200 per year
$250 per year
$300 per year
All other employees will be paid a clothing allowance as follows:
6/1/96
6/1/97
6/1/98
$350 per year
$400 per year
$450 per year
This will be paid in early June of each year.
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ARTICLE XLVII
RAIN GEAR AND WORK CLOTHING-CLOTHING ALLOWANCE (continued)
Employees reporting' for work without the necessary clothing to do
the assigned job will be sent home without pay. He may return to
work when he has the proper equipment.
This section does not apply to part time seasonal help or office
staff.
ARTICLE XLVIII
.AMBULANCE SERVICE:
Section 1:
-
_.AII members of the unit covered by this Agreement, and their
immediate families, shall receive free of charge, the services of
the Medina Municipal Ambulance to both local and to hospitals
within the radius of Buffalo and Rochester. In the event that the
Medina Municipal Ambulance is not availa~le, the Employer agrees to
pay the cost of a substitute ambulance. The'cost to the Village
for the substitute ambulance shall be that portion not covered by a
third party.
Immediate family for the purpose of this section includes only the
wife and children of the member living in the household.
Section 2:
Section 1 of the above article will be terminated only when the
Village of Medina and the other two bargaining units, who are
represented by other certified collective bargaining agents, also
agree to terminate the ambulance service.
ARTICLE XLIX
IMMUNIZATION SHOTS:
All immunization shots recommended by the Superintendent for his
Employees will be paid for by the Employer.
-))-
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ARTICLE L
RETIREMENT PLAN:
(a) The Employer shall provide for each Employee coverage under
75(g) of the New York State Career Retirement Plan which provides
for one half (1/2) pay after 25 years of service at age 55 at no
cost to the Employee, for the term of this Agreement, and life
insurance coverage that provides upon death, payment of three (3)
times the employee's annual income, not to exceed twenty thousand
($20,000) at no cost to the Employee, plUs the-New York State rider
known as 41J wh~ch provides for the use of up to 165 days of
accumulated sick leave as additional credit upon retirement.
(b) The Employer further agrees that it will send during the month
of February of each year a letter or payroll notice to each
employee who at that time has six (6) months or more continuous
service, and who has not yet become a member of the Plan. This
letter or notice will advise the Employee of the existence of the
Plan, the Employee's eligibility date 'for enrollment in the Plan,
, and the fact that the cost of meIDbership under the Plan would be
paid by the employer. The Employer will furnish the Union with a
list of employees to whom the letter or notice was sent.
ARTICLE LI
CHALLENGE OF EXAMINATION REPORT:
In the event the report of the Employee's attending or examining
physician is challenged by the Employer, or if the Union challenges
the report of the Employer's doctor's examination, then the
following procedure shall be followed:
(a) The protesting party may elect to require the affected
employee to be examined by a physician of the protesting party's
choice at the protesting party's expense.
(b) If the reports of two (2) examining physicians are in,
disagreement or conflict, the respective bargaining cornmittees
shall meet and endeavor to reconcile the difference_
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ARTICLE LI
CHALLENGE OF EXAMINATION REPORT (continued)
(c) In the event mutual agreement cannot be reached to equitable
and amicable dispose of the dispute, the controversy shall by-pass
the Grievance Procedure and instead the affected Employee shall be
examined at the equally shared cost of the Employer and the Union,
by an appropriate specialist in the area of controversy in a local
Medina Hospital for final determination in the matter which shall.
be binding on all parties.
ARTICLE LII
"TERMINATION AND MODIFICATION:
This Agreement shall be effective as of the 1st day of June, 1996
and shall remain in full force and effect until the 31st of May
1999. It shall be automatically renewed unless either party shall
notify the other in writing not less than ninety (90) days prior to
the termination date that it desires to modify this A~Jreement. In
the event that such notice is gfven, negotiations shall commence by
March 21st, 1994. This Agreement shall remain in ful:L force and
effect during the period of negotiations and all benefits negotiated
shall be effective with the effective date of this Agreement.
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Licensed Sewage Plant Operator will be covered by schedule below:
Sewer Plant Operator
S M T W T F S
No. 1 Man 2 8 8 8 8 8 0
No. 2 Man 0 8 8 8 8 8 2
All employees will be required to punch the time clocks provided
in their designated work area.
SALARY SCHEDULE A
JUNE 1, 1996 MAY 31, 1999
TITLE
TOP(after 180 days)
1996-1997
TOP
1997-1998START
Meter Reader and
Repairman $10.01 $13.97 $14.39
14.45Sewage Plant Operator $10.07 14.03
Assistant Sewage Plant
Operator - Licensed $10.01
$ 9.64
13.97 14.39
Unlicensed 13.58 13.99
Cemetery Foreman $10.34 14 .73"14.30
Motor Equipment Operator
Light and Heavy $ 9.91 13.86 14.28
Laborer $ 9.59
$10.18
13.52 13.93
Motor Mechanic 14.14 14.56
Automotive Mechanic .~~"13.86 14.28$ 9.91
Building Maintenance
Man $10.39
$10.50
14.36 14.79
Working Foreman 14.47 14.90
TOP
1998-1999
$14.82
14.88
14.82
14.41
15.17
14.71
14.35
15.00
14.71
15.23
15.35
Increment: If anniversary falls between January 1 and May 31, the
employee will receive increment payment on June 1 of the next following
year. If the anniversary falls between June 1 and December 31, the employee
will receive increment payment on June 1 of the next year.
Number of years of service is not correlated with above 1st year, 2nd year
and 3rd year. Effective with the starting date of the schedule and
employee's rate will be that rate in the next highest step.
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Signed this
Jr~7
day of May 1997.
VILLAGE OF MEDINA VILLAGE OP M£DIHA EMPLOYBBS
~T, LOCAL 837, CS~~, INC.
( clr-[. r;~r'
MAYOR
.
~~~~;
A UNIT PRESIDB
~tJ~-
~~~
-~/~L
LABOR RELATIONS SPECIALIST
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To: Medina Village Employees
CSEA Local 837
From: Loyal Morse and Melvin Miller
Subject: Labor Contract Agreement/Lunch Period
Part of the negotiations for labor agreement calls for a
trial period in which workers will have a one half hour lunch period. This
trial period is for June, July and August 1988.
Superintendent Ed Housekeck has agreed .to this trial period.
It is understood that this shortened lunch period is not to interfere with
work sch~dules and that the Superintendent can cancel this shortened lunch
schedule if it is abuse by workers. returning late and not ready for work.
Date
.I~."
Premium i- Paid by Employer0
End of Prior
..
Contract: Indiv. 10D % I()O i-Fam. 0
End of New
fo CjoContract: Indiv. i- Fam. %0
in base
Part IV.. Wage Adjustments
percentage change salaries, includina increment, from last adjustment
Percent of unit
Effejcti ve Overall Included Increment Split How Split
Date Chanqe Increment Eliqible Increase (Dates & Percentaqes)
1 1
1st yr i- Increment= % i- Yes No0 0
... <ofl I
2nd" yr % Increment= % i- Yes No0
I 1
g'rdyr i- Increment= % i- Yes No0 0
I I
4th yr % . Increment= % % Yes No
1 I
5th yr % Increment= % % Yes No
- Please, Turn Over , Complete Reverse Side -
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD CONTRACT ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Part I. Gene'ral Information
Identification:
33120 1568 VI POL
MEDINA, VILLAGE OF
AND
MEDINA POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSN, PBA
Bargaining unit Description: POLICE OFFICERS' SERGEANTS
PERB File Contract Expiration: 5/31/1996 Number of unit Employees:
Terms:~~ Arbitrated (circle one)
Date Most Recent Contract Settled or Award'was Issued: 1
/1
1
Contract/Award starts: t., 1 I 1 9~ Ends: S"131 199
Part II. Hours & Other Contract Terms /vYS fJo{'/c€"/jC'f~
_') SE.CT(tJJV !375'"ti;
Total Work Days per Year: <.Y08'o Retirement Plan(s): s~rJoxJ 3~4 . 3i4-D
.
Part III. Health Insurance Benefits
Respond based upon the plan chosen by the areatest Dercentaa~ of employees.
Annual Per Capita
Total $ Plan Premium
Indiv .$ 3~ %lltp Fam. $ r; 9;2. il ;;r
If contribution Rates are "Tiered" or Differ. Explain:
(use separate sheet, if necessary)
Indiv.$1710.0(J Fam.$ %3/-</0
.
7/97
Identification: 33120 1568 VI POL PAGE 2
Part V. Salaries
If any titles listed are in this unit, please provide the applicable wage rates
If hourly, provide hourly rates and hours worked annually, e.g. $14 (1080 hrs).
End of Last
Contract
TOP
1st vr 2nd vr
POLICE OFF
START
20 YEARS
SERGEANT
START
TOP
20 YEARS
No. of Years to Top:
Shift
Differential
(% or $)
Afternoon
Midnight
Part VI. Notice Consultation
(circle one)
Yes No
The employee organization has fully participated in the
completion of this surveyor has been provided with copies of
this completed survey and PERB's covering letter.
Note: circling no will invalidate use of this data for public contract analysis
Provide any Necessary Explanations & Comments:
(use additional sheets, if necessary)
Form completed by: Telephone No.:
Please FAX the completed form to PERB at (518) 457-2664, or remit by mail to:
NYSPERB, 80 Wolf Road, Albany, N.Y. 12205-2604.
(C) copyright NYSPERB 1995
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AGREEMENT
This is an Agreement entered into by and between the
Village of Medina and thereinafter
referred to as the
Employer, and the Medina police Benevolent
Association,
hereinafter referred to as the Association.
1 . PURPOSE AND INTENT
It is the intent and desire of the partieS
hereto
to foster and promote sound, stable ~nd peaceful
labor
relations among the Employer, its Employees covered
by
this Agreement, and the Association, and to ~hat end the
partieS hereto reached an understanding
governing the
conditio~s of employment which shall prevail, insofar as
it relates to the Employees covered by this Agreement
nd,
It is the further intent and desire of the parties
hereto to establish an orderly
relationship between the
Employer and the Employees so that Grievances and complaints
will be settled quickly.
The p'arties recognize that the in~erest of the
community and the job security of the Employees
depend
'upon the Employer's succesS in
establishing a proper service
to the community.
2'. RECOGNITION
The Employer hereby recognizes the Association as
the sole and exclusive
representative for the purpose of
collective bargaining in re.spect to rates of pay, wages,
hours of employment, and other conditions of employment. .
for the term of this Agreement of the permanent,
full-time
police offi~ers and Sergeants
employed by the Employer in
the police Department, excluding the thief of police, and
Assistant Chief of police..
3 . MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Association recognizes that all of the functions,
rights, powers, responsibilities
and authority of the Employer
in regard to the operation of its work force which the
Employer has not specifically
abridged, deleted. delega~ed,
granted, or mcdified by this Agreement are, and shall remain.
exclusively those of the Employer.
-
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3 . MANAGEMENT RIGHTS (cont'd.)
Not by way of limitation of the foregoing
clause
the Employer retains the right and responsibility,
subject
always to the terms of this Agreement and Grieva~ce
Procedure
to (1) hire, discharge, transfer, suspend and discipline
Employees; (2) to determine the number of men required to
be employed, laid-off or discharged; (3) to determine the
qualifications of Employees; (4) to determine the starting
and quitting time and the reasonable number of hours to
be worked by its Employees; (5) make any and all
reasonable
rules and regulations; (6) determine the work
assignments
of its Employees; (7) determine the basis for
selection,
retention and promotion of Employees to or for
occupations
not within the bargaining unit established by this
Agreement:
(8) examine, select, reciuit, appraise, train, retain,
assign, and utilize the workforce; (9) establish
specifi-
ca~ions 'for positions to clas~ify or reclassify and to
allocate or reallocate new or existing positionsu
The Association agrees, in recognition of
Management's
Rights, not to request the Employer to bargain with respect
to the foregoing during the term of this Agreement except
as otherwise specifically provided for herein, either as
to the basic decision or as to the effect of that decisiori
upon wages, hours, and other ~erms' and conditions of employ-
ment.
4 . REPRESENTATIVE AND ALTERNATE
REPRESENTATIVE
One person shall be designated by the Association as
its Representat~ve. The Associa~ion
Representative shall
report any grievances to the Depar~ment Head. Such grievan=es
shall be set forth in Article 6 hereof. In the extended
absence of the Association Representative (such as sick
leave, vacation, leave of absence, attendance at a trairiing
sc~ool); one of the two alternate representatives shall
a~~ in the capacity of Assoc.iation Re~resentative. The
Association must inform the Employer in writing the names
of the Association Representative an~ alternates.
5 . SPECIAL CONFERENCES
Special conferences for important matters will be
arranged b~tween the Association Presi~ent and the Employer
or it.s designated Representative upon the request of either
par~y. Such .meetings shall be bet~een two (2) Representati~es
of the Employer and two (2) Representatives of the Associa~~c~,
one of whom does not have ~o be a member of the Associatio~.
Arr~r.aementS for s.uch spec~al conferences shall be made at
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least one day in advance and an agenda of the matters
to be taken up at the meeting shall be presented at the
time the conference is reauested.
Matters taken up in
special conference shall be confined to those included
in the agenda. Conference shall be held at reasonable
hours as agreed upon by the Employer and
Association
Representative. The members of the
Association shall not
lose time or pay for time spent in such special
conferences
if held during normal working hour5.
.
6 . GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
For. the purposes of this section. the term "Gr ie'/ance"
shall mean a claimed violation,
misinterpretation or in-
equitable application of the existing rules,
procedures,
or reg u 1 a t ion s co v e r in g w 0 r kin
g .c0 n d i t ion sap P 1 i cab let 0
a member of the department and shall include all the
provisions of this Agreement. A grievance shall not include
disciplinary action against an Employee.
Any Employee having a grievance shall present it to
the Employer as follows:
Step 1 - Departmental Resolution
(a )
(b )
The grievance shall be first
presented, orally
or in writing to a police Officer with the
rank of Sergeant or above, within five (5)
calendar days from the occurrence of the alleged
grievance. The Representative
may be present.
The Representative, with or without the Employee,
may discuss the grievance with such officer.
If. the grievance remains
unresolved after five (5)
days, it shall be submitted in writing by the
Employee or the Representative to the police Chief.
who, within, sev~n (7) days, shall reply in
writing to the Employee or Representative.
Step 2 - Employer Resolution
(a ) If the Department Head's reply is not satisfactory
to the Employee or to the Association, the
Emplo ee
or Association may submit an appeal on an ~genda
to the Employer. A meeting between two (2)
Repjesentatives of the ASSociaiion (including the
( b)
( c )
. 4
'.
.
.;
~
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Employee who brought the grievance) and tWO (2)
Representatives of the Employer shall be arranged
to discuss the grievance or grievances
appearing
on the agenda within ten (10) days from the date
the agenda is received by the Employer. Any decision
of the Employer shall be in writing and shall set
forth the basis for such decision in SUPDort
th reof.
If the decision of the Employer is no~ satisfactory
to the Employee or the Association, the matter
may be submitted to arbitration, as hereinafter
set forth within seven (7) days from the date that
the written decision of the Employer is received.
.The Employer must respond within ten (10) days.
If a decision at one step is not appealed to the
next step of the procedure within the time limit
specified, the grievance will be deemed to be dis-
continued and further appeal under this Agreement
shall be barred. Failure at any step of the
grievance procedure to communicate a grievance
answer to the aggrieved party within the specified
time limits shall permit the lodging of an appeal
at the next step of the procedure within the time
that would have been allotted had the decision been
communicated on the last day of the specified time.
Only by mutual written agreement may the time limi:s
be extended.. The time within which an appeal may
be filed at a higher step of this procedure shall
be measured from the date of receipt of the grievance
answer.
( d ) Employer Grievances. The grievance procedure shall
be utilized by the Employer in processing Employer
grieva~ces relating to the interpretation and
application of this .Agreement~ In processing such
grievances the Association shall observe the
specified time limits in answering.
( e ) Arbitration. Any and all grievances or disputes
that should arise with respect to the interpretation
or application of any of the provisions of this
Agreement which have not been previously adjusted,
settled, or finally compromised, shall be submitted
to an Arbitrator agreeable to both parties, other-
wise. to be selected under. the procedures of the
.A~'~'r'ican -Arb i"tr a 'i:or s.. As so c~'a t.io n..
, The de c.isi on 0 f
the Ar=itrato.r shall b~ final and binding.
( f )
( g )
( h )
7 . RULES
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The expense of the arbitration
proceedings shall
be shared equally by the Employer and t~e
Assoc-
iation. Each party shall, however, bear its own
legal expenses and those of its witness to the
proceeding.
The arbitrator shall have no power to add,
subtract
from, or modify any of the terms of this
Agreement.
Mutually satisfactory arrangements may be made to
handle grievances during working hours
provided
that said meeting shall not interfere with the
Employer's required operations and/or with the work
of the Representative and/or EmployeeS
assigned
to duty at the time.
(i ) The Association and the Employees agree that the
Grievance and Arbitration Procedures herein
contained shall be the'exclusive means of resolving
disagreements or disputes between the parties.
The Association agrees that it will not engage in
any strike, slowdown, picketing, boycott, or any
other Association activity directed against the
business interests or operations of the Employer,
nor cause, instigate, or condone such action. The
Employer agrees that there shall be no lockouts.
( j )
The Employer shall have the right to make such reasonable
directions, rules and 'regulations as may be deemed necessary
by the Employer for the conduct and management of the affairs
of the Employer, and the Association agrees that the Employees
shall be bound by and obey said directions, rules and re~u-
lations insofar as the same do not conflict with the terms
.
'
of this contract.
8 ., DISCHARGE AND DISCIPLINE
( a ) The Employer agrees promptly upon the discharge or
discipline of an Employee to notify in writing the
Representative in the Department of, the discharge or
discipline.
The discharge'd or disciplined
Employee will be allowed
._
to discuss' h-is' discharge. or discipline with the Repre-
sentative of the Department and the Employer will make
(b )
(c )
(d )
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available an .area where he may do so before he is
required to leave the property of the Employer. Upon
request, the Employer or his designated
Representative
will discuss the discharge or discipline with the
Employee and the Representative.
Should the discharged or disciplined Employee or the
Representative consider the discharge to be improper,
a complaint shall be presented in writing through the
Representative to the Employer within five (5) regularly
scheduled working days of the discharge or discipline.
The Employer will review the discharge or discipline
and give its answer w~thin five (5) regularly scheduled
working days after receiving the complaint. 'If the
decision is not satisfactqry to the Association, the
matter shall be referred to the Grievance Procedure,
which shall be the exclusive procedure in lieu of the
procedures of Sections 75, 76 and 77 of the Civil Service
Law.
If in the event that the discharge is determined to
be without just cause or otherwise contrary to the
terms .of this Agreement the pay and seniority will be
uninterrupted.
9 . SENIORITY
(a )
lO .
(b )
Seniority shall not be affected by the race,' sex,
marital status, or dependents of the Employee.
Seniority shall be determined within the bargaining
unit in accordance with the Employee's last date of
hire or job classification change.
(c ) The Employer will keep the Seniority list up to date'
at all time's and will provide the Local Association
Secretary with up to date copies' when requested.
A current Seniority list will be posted on the Assoc-
iation bulletin board. If the list is not challenged
within three (3) working days of posting, said list
will be considered'accurate and final.
(d)
LOSS OF SENIORITY
In all cases when an Employee's seniority has been lost,
w r i t ten no r...i,c e' s h a 11 be 5 e ~ t by the'. Em
p 1 0 y'e r tot he Em p 1 0 Y e e
'
s
last known add~ess. The Association shall also be' notified.
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An Employee shall lose his seniority for the following
reasons:
(a)
(b )
He quits.
He is discharged and the discharge is not reversed
through the procedure as set forth in this
Agreement.
He is absent for two (2) consecutive
working days
without notifying the Employer. After such
absence,
the Employer will send written
notification to the
Employee at his last known address that he has lost
his seniority, and his employment has been
terminated.
If he does not return to work when recalled from
lay-off as set forth in the recall procedure.
Return from sick leave and leaves of absence will
be treated the same as (c) above.
If he retires.
(c )
(d )
(e )
(f)
11. PROMOTION
It shall be the policy of the Employer to promote
Employees according to Civil Service Laws.
12 . REINSTATEMENT OF VETERANS LAW
The re-employment rights of Employees and Probationary
Employees who become members of the active armed services
will be governed by applicable laws and regulations.
A Probationary Employee who enters the Armed Forces
must complete his probationary
period, and upon c:ompletin9
it, will have seniority equal to the time he spent in the
Armed Forces.
13 . LEAVE OF ABSENCE
(a ) Employees who are "in any branch of the Armed Forces
Reserve and/or National Guard will be paid according
to Military Law Paragraph 242, Section 3A and S.
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(b ) Leaves of absence for reasonable. periods of time as
defined below may be granted'~ithout loss of seniority
for:
1)
2)
Illness (Physical or mental): One (1) year
Prolonged illness in, immediate family (spouse,
children, stepchildren, or wards): One (1) year
Such leave may be extended for like causes with
approval of the Village Board of Trus~ees.
14 SICK LEAVE
Each Employee shall be ent~tled to sick leave; if and
when actua~ly ill or injured, and providing that the Employep
stric~ly adheres to the limitations and directio.ns imDo~Ad
by his attending physician, at the rat:e of 1.25 Working
days for each calendar month in which the Employee has
ac~ually worked in excess of one-half of the work days in
such month, with the 'right to acc~mulate and use such sick
time up to and including the maximum of Two Hundred Twenty-five
(225) working days. Such unused sick leave can be car:ied
forward from year to year, but the maximum accumulation
shall never exceed Two Hundred Twenty-five working days.
Holidays, vacation, personal leave days, and Injured on Duty
(IOD) days shall be considered days worked for the purpose
of this sec~ion. Sick leave benefits may not be .converted
to extra time off with pay.
In the event of three (3) consecutive days of absence
'on unauthorized sick leave, a doctor's certificate or other
proof of illness shall be re~uired. The Chief may, at his
disc=etion, require proof of i~lness of a shorter duration.
Sick leave benefits shall be integrated with workmen's
compensation as the case mignt'be. Under no circumstances
will' any combination of sick leave benefits with workmen's
compensation benefits exceed an Employee's reqular, straiqh~-
time, daily or we~kly rate of pay. An Employee's accumulated
sick time will not be charged with time off due to a job
relat:ed injury while recei~ing Workmen's Compensation benefits.
Sick leav~ shall be payable only with respect to a
work day on which the Employee would other~ise have worked,
and shall in no event apply to ~n Employee's scheduled day
of=, holiday, vacation, leave of absence, or to any day for
whl.c~ an Employee has ,1;'eceivedfull pay from the Villaq.e.
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Employees on approved sick leave shall be paid a~ the regular
s~raigh~-t~e ~ages a~ eigh~ (8) hours per day, for the firs~ Two
Hundred Twenty-five days. E:~ployees whose ac:cumulat:ed si~k. days
are less than Two Hundred Twenty-five (225) days I shall be paid a~ the. .,.
regular s~raigh~-t~e wages a~ eight: (8) hours per day, for the numce-
of sick days en~~tled them.
No more than Two Hundred Twenty-five (225) working days full pay
compensa~ion will be paid to an E~ployee in any fiscal year.
THE EMPLOYER AGREES TO PAY !HE FOLLOWING FOR UNUSED SICK tn1E.
~ITH ~o ACCmIULATION OF SICK DAYS NEEDED UP TO 5 DAYS:
# SICK DAYS USED
o
...
1
2
3
4
PAY EQUIVALIA~ TO
5 DAYS SALARY
4 DAYS SALARY
3 DAYS SALARY
2 DAYS SALARY
1 DAYS SALARY
!he paymeri~ will be made af~er the end of the fiscal year
(May 31s~) and ~ill be a~ the ra~e of pay for the tmmedia~p. prior
fiscal year.
Each Employee shall be gran~ed five (5) hours .in to~.11 for
each year of this con~rac~ in order to visit doc~ors or den~is~s
without a loss in pay for such t:i.me used. The Chief of Police
may a~ his disc=e~ion reques~ verificat:icn of visit.
14B. MATERNITY L~~VE.
The Board will grant for each pregnancy and maternity, a 30'-day leave
of absence to each pregnant Village employee affected. The leave will be
paid at the full regular pay of the Employee at the time the leave begins.
Such leave can be taken before or after the birth of the baby, or. a combination
of before or after. The dates of this leavewill be determined by the
Doc tor of Employee who will in wr.iting notify the Mayor and Village Board of
his determination. For more than 30 days absence, the Employee has the
option to use accumulated sick days or to work half days for up to 3 weeks
(15 days) at half pay.
15. BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
In the event tha~ an Employee is bereaved .by the death of a parent,
grandchildren, grandparents, brother, sister, child, spouse, spouse's parents,
son-in-law, daughter-in-law,. brother-in-la~; or sister-in-law, such Employee
shall be entitled to a leave not to exceed four .(4) calendar days.
.
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days, commencing with the day of death, if the officer
takes off that day or a part thereof. In the event that
an Employee is scheduled to work any of the four (4)
calendar days, such Employee shall receive his regular.
straight-time wages for the days the Employee was
scheduled to work provided:
1 .
2 .
The Employee attends the funeral.
Bereavement leave shall not apply during
periods when the Employee involved is absent
from work because of s~ckness, leave of
absence or any other leave. If bereavement
occurs during an officer's vacation, such'
vacation shall be rescheduled to a time
mutually agreeable to the officer and the
Chief of Police.
16 . HOLIDAYS
(a )
(b )
(c )
The following days shall be considered paid holidays
by the Police Department:
July 4th
Labor Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Columbus Day
Memorial Day
Christmas Day
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King,
Patriot Is Day,
Good Friday
Jr. Day
It is agreed that pay in lieu of time off will be
given to all members of the Association for the eleven
(11) holidays listed in paragraph (a) abov~. Payment,
will be made in 'December for holiday pay earned since
June 1. Payment will be made in May for holiday pay
,earned since December 1. The basis 'of payment for
holiday pay is that of the' regular straight-time hourly
rate for eight (8) hours.
In addition to the stated holidays, Village employees
may be granted other paid holidays when offices are
closed due to the requirement of State Statutes or
Proclamation by the Governor or the President of the
United States.
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(d) In addition to the stated holidays, each member of the Police
Department, after one (1) year of service, shall be granted
six (6) days off work with pay as Personal Leave Days. The
Department Head may require seventy-two (72) hours advance
notice. It is understood that these days will not be taken
on any of the holidays listed above in paragraph (a). Personal
Leave Days not used during the fiscal year will be added to
the sick leave accumulation.
(e) Such holidays shall not be granted or paid to any Employee who
is on leave of absence as defined in Section 13.
17. VACATION
A vacation of ten(10) working days shall be earned by an Employee after
the first twelve (12) months of service.
At the end of five years, the following will apply for vacation days:
6th Year
7th Year
8th Year
15 Days
16 Days
17 Days
9th Yenr.
10th Year
18 Days
19 Days
20 Days
11th Year thru
20th Year - 20 Days
11th Year
Upon completion of the twenty-first (21) year of service and for e~ch year
thereafter, an Employee shall receive an additional day'vacation for each such yeE
All Officers may take one week's vacation ,a day at a time so a~ to accomodatp.
the new current schedule.
No Employee shall take a vacation of more than ten (10) consecutive working
days at one time, except that longer earned vacation time may be approved
by the Chief.
Vacation schedules shall be determined by the Chief in accordance with
Departmental Requirements. All Officers will be a~lowed to carryover 5
days of vacation per year, but those days must be used within the following
fiscal year of when they are earned.
17b. NEW WORK SCHEDULE
When a new work schedule is put into effect, the following will apply:
1. In a Week when an Employee is to work 32 hours in a pay period, pay
will be for 40 hours and any hours over 32 hours will be considered
overtime'.
2. In a week when an Employee is to work 48 hours in a pay period, pay
will be for 40. hours and 'any hours over 48 hours will be considered
overtime.
In the event a different or revised work schedule is put into effect during
the period of this contract, it is agreed by both Employer and Employee that
this contract will be reopened and revisions made satisfactory to Employer and
Employees.
The Village agrees that it will make every reasonable effort to schedule
Police Officers hours of duty to allow, at all times, two uniform Police
Officers on duty during each shift.
Work schedules will not be changed less than 48 hours prior to the start of
a shift to avoid the paYment of over~ime.
18 .
19 .
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PAY ADVANCE
(a ) I£ a pay day falls during an Employee's vacation, he
must make a request for his check within one (1) week
before leaving, to receive that check in advance.
Rate during vacation: Employees shall be paid their
current rate based on their regularly scheduled pay
whil~ on vacation and will receive credit for any
benefits provided' for in this Agreement.
It is agreed that in the event an Employee's services
are terminated, all vacation and holiday pay due him
at the time of termination will be included in the
Employee's final paycheck.
(b)
(c )
ASSOCIATION BULLETIN BOARDS
The Employer will provide bulletin boards in the
Department which may be used by the Association for posting
notices.
There shall be nothing of a defamatory or offensive
nature posted.
20. DUES DEDUCTION
(c )
(a) All Employees covered by this Agreement may tender
their membership dues to the Union by signing the
Authorization For Payroll Deduction For Union Dues
Form provided by the Union.
The Employer agrees to deduct Union membership dues
in accordance with the amount certified by the Union'
to the employer and to maintain such dues deductions
in accordan~e with the terms and conditions of the
. Authorization For Payroll. Deduction For Union Dues
Form provided by the Union from the pay of all'
Employees who have executed such authorization for
the payroll deduction for Union Dues.
Payroll deduction for Union Dues under the properly
executed Authorization For Payroll Deduction For
Union Dues Forms shall become effective at the time
the Form is signed by the Employee and shall be
deducted. by the next full pay period 'and each pay
period thereafter for the pay o~. the Employee.
( b )
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
21.
The aggregate total of all such deductions shall be remittedhea~th
mon~h to the designaced financial officer of the Union toget er i h
the lis~ from whom dues have been deducted on or before the thir~ ee
(30th) of every such mon~h.
Revocation of authorizacion cards shall be in writing and may occur
at any time.
Any change in the ~ount of Union Dues to be deducted must be certified
by the Union in writing and be forwarded to the Employer.
The Union agrees to idemnify and hold harmless the Village from any claus
causes of action, cla~ loss, or damage incurred as a result of this
HOSPITAL - MEDICAL COVERAGE
(a) All members of the Bargaining Unit who choose to participate in the
Health Insurance Program, ~ill enroll in either the .Community Blue II
or Community Blue Advantage II Programs. Both Programs w:LII have
Vision and Dental Riders including Orthodontics.
.
Effective 1/1/97 the Employees will contribute 5% of the cost but no
more than $18.73 monthly for family. and $6.92 monthly for single coverage.
Effective 6/1/97 the Employees will contribute 10% of the cost but no
more than $37.46 monthly for family coverage or $13.84 monthly for
Single coverage. There will be' no increase in employee contribution
for the last year of this agreement starting 6/1/98.
Each of these plans will have a two($2.00) dollar co-pay on drug
prescriptions.
(b) If an Employee is eligible for reasonably comparable basic plan coverage
and riders elsewhere, the Employees will not be covered by the Village.
(c) Voluntarily retiring Employees are permitted to remain in the group plan
at their own expense and that unused sick leave up to 225 days may be
converted to Health Insurance upon retirement. The dollar value of the
unused sick leave so converted shall be at the rate of 1/260th of the
annual rate of pay excluding over-time at the time of retirement. This
option may become automatic or postponed with 90 days'writ.ten notice 'to the
Village Clerk. If postponed, the credit balance will be c:arried until
such time as the retired Employee elects to start, or the Employee expires,
with the written notice given to. the Village Clerk 90 days before coverage
is to commence.
(d) If Employee elects not to participate in the Health Care Goverage Plan
provided by the Village (due to duplicate coverage) the Village will
pay:
$1,200.00 FOR FAMILY COVERAGE
$ 600.00 FOR SINGLE COVERAGE.
to said ~ployee at the end of the Fiscal Year May 31, or as soon as possible.
Decisions have' to be made by May 15th of that year that the policy is not
needed. No Employee will be allowed to be without Coverage.
(e) Upon the Death of an Employee during employement with the Village, ~nused
sick time may 'be converted to Hospitalizat.ion coverage for spouse or
Dependents 19 years and younger - (there will be no cash payments).
,'. .. .. .
-oO..'...~ ,. '.- ...~- ..
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All unused sick time can be converted to Health Insurance up to a
maximum of 225 days.
Method of computation will be same as (c) above.
22. CLASSIFICATION
Employees will be evaluated and classified by the Employer as per specifications
as outlined on Schedule "A" attached hereto.
23 .. WAGE RATES
Rates of pay shall be as per Schedule "B" attached hereto. Pay schedule
shall be weekly.
24. EQUIPMENT
(a) General Equipment:
The Employer shall, so far as practical, provide the Police Department
with all necessary and essential equipment to properly enforce the
law, preserve the peace, and provide public safety, and said equipment
shall be kept in a good state of repair.
(b) Personal Equipment:
(1) The Employer shall issue to each Employee, and furnish their
replacement when necessary, the following equipment: Weapons,
other than Service Pistol, Leather Goods, Badges, a.nd other articles
of brass wear, raincoat and raincap.
(2) Each Officer of the Police Department will be required to purchase
maintain, and keep in good repair and replace as necessary at his
or her own expense, a service pistol for use in con.nection with
his or her duties on the Department. Such service pistol shall
be of a make, type and caliber as specified by the Chief and the
ammunition used in said pistol while on duty shall also be as
specified by the Chief.' The Chief shall have the right to make,
promulgate and change from time-to-time, rules' and policy'
governi~g the issuance, use, maintenance, repair, inspection, and
replacement of service pistols. .
(c) Clothing:
(1) The Employer shall furnish to each new Employee articles of
clothing consisting of the following:
2 - pants, 2 - long sleeve shirts, 2 - short sleeve shirts,
1 - neck tie, 1 - eight point cap, 1 - winter jacket, 1 - summer
jacket, 1 - sweater
(2) Each Employee shall receive from the Employer a uni.form replacement
allowance in the following amounts:
$325.00 6/1/96
$350.00 6/1/97
$375.00 6/1/98
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In addition to the purchase of replacement of articles of clothing
as listed in paragraph (1)' of this section, purchases may be made
of the following articles:
Shoes or boots (1 pair per year), rubber footwea~, gloves, winter cap.
The uniform replacement allowance will be prorated during an Employee's
first year.
(J) The Chief of Police shall maintain a control of the allowable
uniform replacement purchases for each Employee. Records of
these purchases will be readily accessible for examination by
an Employee who desires to decermine the' status of his uniform
replacement allowance, or the status of any other Employee's
allowance. Any unspent amount of the Employee's Uniform
.
replacement allowance shall be carried over and cldded to the
Employee's allowance for the subsequent year.
(4) The Employer will assume the cost of the repair or replacement
of articles of clothing torn and/or damag~d whilE! being worn by
..' the Employee in the 'performance of his duties. The Employer
will also assume the cost of dry cleaning articl(!s of uniform
when it 1s necessitated by other than normal usage.
(5) The uniform replacement allowance will not be ch:lrged with the
cost of replacing an article of uniform whe~ the replacement is
required because of a change in style as ordered by the Chief of
Police.
.
(6) A change in style of uniforms may be effectuated only when the
style change applies concurrently to all Employees, and providing
the change is identical for all Employees.
(7) Purchase orders' for all items/service must be submitted to the
Chief prior to any such purchases.
(8) Upon retirement 'unused clothing allowance up to ~50.00 may be
converted to hospital coverage. (NOTE POLICE CHIEF HAS THE
POWER TO ORDER OFFICERS TO MAINTAIN CLOTHINq IN DECENT CONDITION)
25. OVERTIME
The standard work week shall consist of 40 hours. The standard work day shall
consist ~f eight hours.
.A minimum of two (2) hours of overtime, time and a half, will be paid to an
Empl~yee for a required court appearance or for his appearance at a motor vehicle
hear~ng.
A minimum of two (2) hours of overtime, time and a half will be paid to. an Employee
who is called in to duty during his off duty time.
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26. IMMUNIZATION SHOTS
All immunization shots recommended by the Chief for
members of the Department will be paid for by the Employer.
27. RETIREMENT
Effective June 1, 1969, the Employer shall provide
Employees covered by this Agreement with Basic Plan Section
375-e and the Special Plan Section 384. All Tier I members
will have the Ordinary Death Benefit, Section 360-b.
Effective June 1, 1987, the Employer will provide
Employees covered by this Agreement the benefit of the
Twenty-Y~ar Retirement Plan, Section 384-d, as offered
by the New York State Retirement System. Furthermore,
the One-Year Average Salary Bene~it, Section 302-9(d)
will be provided for Tier I Employees.
28. LEGAL COUNSEL
The Employer shall provide legal counsel, ~utually
acceptable to the Employer and the Employee concerned,
to an Employee who is a defendant in an action for false
arrest or abuse of power arising out of the performance
of the Employee's duties.
29. POLYGRAPH
No Employee shall be required or compelled to take
a polygraph test, but this shall not preclude an Employee
from volunteering to do so.
3a . LONGEVITY SERVICE PAY
On the first pay period in June, longevity payments
shall be made to all Employees who will have completed the
applicable lengths of service within the following twelve-
month period:
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Longevity payments - Effective 6/1/96 - 5/31/99
6 - 9 Years
10 - 13 Years
14 - 17 Years
18 + Years
$300.00
$425.00
$550.00
$675.00
If an Employee quits or is discharged before his actual anniversary date, the
Employer will hold the longevity payment from the last check due him.
31. TRAINING
In addition to his or her regular pay, each officer shall receive at straight
time rate the following:
6/1/96
6/1/97
6/1/98
24 Hours
28 Hours
32 Hours
-
per year for in-service training, regardless of whether the E~ployer furnishes
in-service training. Officers must attend the training sessions offered unless
they are on approved sick leave or vacation to receive compensation.
32. SAVINGS CLAUSE
If any clause or provision of this Agreement is determined to be illegal,
unenforceable or null and void by tribunal, or competent jurisdiction, such
determination shall not affect any other clause or provision hereof or give
any right to either party to negotiate or renegotiate any part or all of
this Agreement.
33. PERSONNEL RECORDS
All Employees, upon request, shall be given a reasonable opportunity to
review their official personnel files maintained by the Employer. These files
shall contain any and all job evaluations, commendations, and records of
disciplinary actions if they have been resolved in favor of the Employer.
Upon review of-their file, Employees may request and shall be provided with
copies of all documents and notatio~s which they had not previously been
given. Records pertaining to pe~ding departmental and criminal investigation
-respecting to a Police Officer shall not be a p~rt of the Police Officer's
personnel file.
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No letter of criticism, poor evaluation, reprimand
or any Qther document which could affect an Employee's
'job security, may be placed in an Employee's official
personnel file without the Employee simultaneously beinq
qiven a copy of such material. Should the Employee
disaqree with all or any part of any such letter of
criticism or reprimand, the disciplinary procedures
outlined under Sections 75-77 of the Civil Service Law
and this Aqreement shall apply. Should the Employee
disagree with all or any part of any job evaluation or
other do'cuments not otherwise mentioned herein, he shall
have the right to seek removal of such documents, or any
parts thereof, by filing a qrievance under the Grievance
and Arbitration procedures of this contract. The Employee
shall have ,the right to request, inclusion of any document
that he or "she feels should be included in his or her
official personnel file, subject to the same Grievance
and Arbitration Procedure. .
34 . EYE EXAMINATION
Each Emp'loyee shall at his own option be entitled to
an eye examination every second year to be performed' by
an opthamologist. The Employee must pay $5.00 of the
total charge. The Employer will pay the balance.
35 . TERMINATION AND RENEWAL
,Ca) The Aqreement shall be effective as of the 1st day
of June, 1996 and continue in'full force and effect until
the termination date which shall be the 31st day of May, 199f,d-'
.
,~
If either party desires to modify or change thi.s
Agreement, it shall, at least one hundred twenty (120) days
prior to the termination date, qive written notice to said
ef£ec't, which notice s'hall set forth the nature of the
amendments desired.
The parties shall th~reafter and within a reasonable
period of time after receipt of such notification meet and
confer in an attempt to reach an amicable resolution of
the matters as to which amendment or modification is sought.
Any amendments .thatmay be agreed upon shall beCOmE! and
be a part '0£ this Agreement without mo~ifying or changing
any of the other '~erms 'of this Aqreement.
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(b) The notice required in paragraph "a" shall be in
writing and shall be sufficient if sent by certified
mail, addressed, if to the Association, to the Local
Association Secretary, and to the Employ~r, addressed to
the Village Clerk, City Hall, Medina, New York, or to any
such address as the Association or the Employer may
make available to each other. During negotiations, all
benefits of this contract will remain in effect.
36. FINAL AGREEMENT
This Agreement is subject to amendment, alteration,
or addition only by a subsequent written agreement between
and exec~ted by the Employer and the Association. The
waiver of any breach, term or condition of this Agreement
by either party shall not constitute a precedent in the
future enforcement of all these terms and conditions. The
parties acknowledged that during the ,negotiations that
res~lted in this Agreement, each had the unlimited right
and opportunity to make demands and proposals :with respect
to any subject or matter not'removed by law from the area
of collective bargaining and that the understandings and
agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise
of that right and opportunity are set forth in this
Agreement.
Therefore, the Employer and the Association" for the
life of this Agreement', each, voluntarily and unqualifiedly,
waive the right and each agrees that the other shall not
be obligated to bargain collectively with respect to any
matter or subject not specifically referred to or covered
in this Agreement, even though such subjects or matters
may not have been within the knowledge or contemplation
of either or both parties at that time when they negotiated'
or signed this Agreement.
SCHEDULE A
CLASSIFICATION
Employees shall be classified according to the duties
they perform. The following job descriptions shall apply
in making determination of the proper designations of
Employee Classifications:
Police Officer
The qualifications and duties of Police Off~cers
shall be as per current Civil Service specifications.
Sergeant
The qualifications and duties of Sergeants shall be
asp ere u r r e n t C i v i 1 S e r vie e s pee i fie a t ion s ~ . . . .
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POLICE omcn 6/1/96 - 5/31/91 6/1/91 - 5/31/98 6/1/98 - 11/30/98 12/1/98 - 5/31/99
START (STEP ill) $25,179.38 - $26,487.48 $25,934.77 - $27,282.11 $26,453.47 - $27,827.76 $26,718.01 - $28,106.04
2ND YEAR OF SERVICE $28,916.22 $29,783.71 $30,379.39 $30,683.19
3RD YEAR OF SERVICE $29,377.66 $30,258.99 $30,864.17 $31,172.82
4TH YEAR OF SERVICE ,$29;837.04 $30,732.16 $31,346.81 $31,660.28
5TH YEAR OF SERVICE $30,298.48 $31,207.44 $31,831.59 $32,149.91
.NEW OFFICER $25,179.38 - $26,487.48 $25,934.77 - $27,282.11 $26,453.47 - $27,827.76 $26,718.01 - $28,106.04
SCHEDULE B
WAGES
THE FOLLOWING WAGE RATE SHALL APPLY FOR THE LIFE OF THIS AGREEMENT:
THE CONTRACT SHALL PROVIDE FOR A SHIFT PREMIUM TO BE PAID AS FOLLOWS:
6/1/96 FIFTY (50~) CENTS PER HOUR FOR B SHIFT (3-11:00) AND SIXTY-FIVE (65~)_ CENTS PER HOUR FOR C SHIFT (11-7:00).
6/1/97 SIXTY (60~) CENTS PER HOUR FOR B SHIFT (3-11:00) AND EIGHTY (80~) CENTS PER HOUR FOR C SHIFT (11-7:00).
6/1/98 SEVENTY (70~l CENTS PER HOUR FOR B SHIFT (3-11:00)AND NINETY-FIVE (95~) CENTS PER HOUR FOR C SHIFT (11-7:00).
THIS'SHIFT PREMIUM SHALL BE CALCuLATED AND PAID TO POLICE EMPLOYEES WHEN ONE-HALF OR MORE OF THE HOURS WORKEDBY SUCH
EMPLOYEE, DURING A 24 HOUR PERIOD, FALL DURING THE HOURS OF A SHIFT WHICH A PREMIUM IS PAID, AND IN SUCH CASE, ALL OF THE"
HOURS WORKED BY -SUCH EMPLOYEE DURING SUCH SHIFT SHALL BE PAID AT THE PREMIUM RATE. IF SUCH AN EMPLOYEE'S WORKING HOURS
SHALL:FALL LESS THAN ONE-HALF WITHIN ~ SHIFT FOR WHICH A PREMIUM IS PAYABLE, NO PREMIUM SHALL BE PAID TO SUCH EMPLOYEES FOR
ANY OF SUCH HOURS WORKED.
AT THE STARTING SALARY OF $25,179.38 THE POLICE CHIEF MAY HIRE ABOVE THE MINIMUM OF ($25,179.38) OR GIVE AN INCREASE ABOVE
THE MI~IMUM OF ($25,179.38) ANYTIME DURING THE FIRST YEAR. THESE INCREASES MAY BE GIVEN FOR SCHOOLING, TRAINING, AND
PRIOR EXPERIENCE RELATING TO THE JOB~ AVAILABILITY OF MANPOWER MAY ALSO BE USED FOR THE ABOVE INCREASE.
THESE DECISIONS WILL BE AT THE DisCRETION OF THE CHIEF AND THE APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
A NEW HlREE MAY NOT GO TO THE 2ND YEAR OF TtiE SCALE UNTIL HE HAS COHPLETED ONE (1) YEAR ON THE JOB AS POLICE!rf..AN AND HAS HIS
PERMANENT APPOINTMENT.
SERGEANT
START $30,830.99 $31,755.92 $32,391.04 $32,714.95
EFFECTIVE DATE OF
PERMANENT APPOINTMENT $32,278.14 $33,246.49 $33,911.42 $34,250.54
IF A SUPERVISOR IS NOT ON DUTY AN OIC WILL BE DETERMINED BY THE CHIEF PRIOR TO THE START OF THE SHIFT. THE Ole WILL BE
COMPENSATED WITH 'AN ADDITIONAL 50~ AN HOURIN PAY FOR THE HOURS WORKEDAS OIC. THIS COMPENSATION WILL COMMENCEWITH THE
,..T""TTUf"
"To' "'UTe::' A~1)t::'T7Mt::'''T'T'
"--~
OVERTIME LIST
Overtime list to be determined by seniority June 1, then by hours worked or offered to each'
Officer. Overtime list will be used if more than four (4) hours of coverage is needed in a shift.
A log will be kept to determine overtime list at the beginning of each month. Court time shall
not be included in determining the list.
".-,.
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IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed on:
FOR THE EMPLOYER
~
W.-.hc .ZJ.~
~~06~S~.--~~
-, ,--- - -
-. . ... .~ .'.- ........
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